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1INAUGURAL ADDRESS
Somerville, Massachusetts
January 3, 1972
S. LESTER RALPH
MAYOR
Tonight we begin a second term together, and tonight also we
begin the second century of the history of Somerville as a city.
The years 1970—1971 were tumultuous by any standard. Somer-
ville was in a sense struggling to be born into its second hundred years
as a vigorous, healthy community, determined that the future be full
of new promise and new hope. I believe this effort has succeeded, and
that we have passed through a period of internal confrontation, looking
face to face at many difficult problems. Because we had the will to do
this, we have been healed within.
Along with the political turmoil, a great deal has happened in this
city in two short years: two new schools and an addition to a third
school under construction; substantial renovations to virtually every
school and public building in the city; a new purchasing system; obtain-
ing several millions of dollars in Federal money, equipment and ser-
vices; programs and drop-in centers for the elderly and the teenagers;
significantly increased medical services available to all of our citizens;
Little City Halls to open up wider channels of communication between
the government and the public whom the government serves; SOMERfest
which brought cultural programs to virtually every street corner as well
as beautifying many areas with paint and murals.
As much as any other community, it was the people of Somerville
who forced a halt to indescriminate highway construction in this
Commonwealth. It was our people who stood in the path of the bull-
dozers on Route 1-93, and though we did not prevail on that issue, the
word got around to the necessary sources that any further effort to tear
apart this city would be met with an embarrassingly large amount of
public protest.
One final comment about the past: 1971 brought something to light
in Somerville which most of the politicians then in power feared might
happen, while most of the decent citizens feared it might not happen:
9the worst of the past was brought into public view, and people every-
where were justifiably outraged. That is the past now, and I can tell
you without reservation or doubt, the years 1970—1971 saw every
penny of every tax dollar used for the purpose for which it was collected.
I can tell you very simply that this administration has too much self
respect and too much respect for our fellow man to have it any other way.
About the future of Somerville?
First of all, I welcome the new city government in which I have
already observed a high minded determination to serve you honor-
ably and ably. I hope you appreciate how refreshing I find this to be.
Let me outline some of the areas where I believe we must concen-
trate for the next two years:
1. We must continue to restore our public buildings, or we shall
drive decent people into other communities where they and their chil-
dren can obtain adequate facilities. Our young people must have a good
beginning if they are to lead productive lives, and they must live in an
environment here which will make them want to remain and put some-
thing back.
a. This auditorium where tonight for the first time we are using
newly installed seats will within three to four months be a modern,
attractive place.
b. The Northeastern and Southern Junior High Schools require
substantial renovations: The Northeastern has had inoperative shower
facilities for over a generation, and the cafeteria is both antiquated and
in the wrong place
;
the Southern must have a new roof before we can
restore much of the interior.
c. There is great need and deepening determination among people
in various parts of the city to replace schools which are shabby beyond
repair. It is our intention to never let up on the problem of the dis-
repair of school buildings, until we have rectified a grievously neglected
area of public responsibility.
2. We have preliminary approval of a federal grant of close to $4
Million to modernize traffic and parking conditions across the city.
We shall strive to make this a reality within two years.
3. In the past two years we have intensified efforts to make the
streets of our city clean. This effort will receive much greater atten-
tion during the next two years. Whatever other problems we may have
as individuals or as a community, we have no excuse for being dirty.
The sources of litter are many, from dropping cigarette wrappers, to
people driving into Boston from Winchester and leaving their rubbish
3on our sidewalks, to people putting out rubbish on Monday when it is
to be collected on Friday. We shall submit ordinances to the Board
of Alderman to make this type of behavior expensive to those who in-
sist upon doing it.
4. We plan an Urban Beautification Program to plant thousands of
trees around the city to both beautify the streets and increase the
amount of oxygen in the air.
5. New construction is another vitual concern for the future. I am
pleased that new construction in 1971 was almost 300% greater than in
1970. Also, at long last, Holiday Inn plans to break ground in early
spring for a 10 story motel on Washington Street. The remaining 12
acres of the Washington Street Redevelopment area will be advertised
for proposals nationally this weekend. I am determined that none of
this property be used for industrial purposes. Nothing good is going to
grow around industrial plants, and spralling one story buildings do
nothing for our already small tax base. That entire area must have high
rise apartment and office complexes and nothing else. We have several
oral commitments from developers to construct 3-5 high rise towers
on this site, and I urge the public to keep close watch on developments
in that area.
The third part of my address this evening is in many ways the most
critical, and that is the question of the real estate property tax.
About life in general I remain optimistic, and whatever the problem,
I live as though it is five minutes past midnight on the way to a new
day. However, concerning the property tax, I know for an absolute
certainty that the clock will toll midnight this coming summer, and un-
less the state legislature and congress acts now where they should have
acted years ago, this year’s tax rate will force the taking by tax lien of
hundreds and hundreds of Somerville homes.
A tragedy of the recent political campaign was that the real issue was
clouded by any number of smokescreens and was almost never discussed.
Somerville has been honestly run in the past two years right down to
the last penny, but this cannot solve the problem of municipal finance.
Unless state and federal action comes immediately, we will be recorded
as having run the city government well and failed, much like the patient
dying after a successful operation. Unless we are given the tools to do
the job, the job cannot be done.
We are being victimized by a crazy, foolhardy course of action which
reasonably men and women everywhere know to be sheer madness:
4a. I could not believe my eyes last summer when five of our six
local members of the state legislature voted against a bill which would
have cut $10 from our present tax rate.
b. The legislature grants ever new exemptions, increases retirement
benefits to municipal employees, enact many other types of legislature
which must be paid for by somebody. Then instead of providing the
funds, we have to provide the funds by raising taxes here at home to
pay for the legislature’s generosity. Then they go before the public to
boast of their humane legislation, while we are blasted for the tax rate!
c. Policemen picket Mayor White in Boston, as they have picketed
me here. Teachers, firemen, city workers demand higher wages, to
which they are entitled. Yet none of these groups goes to where the
problem can be solved—the state legislature and congress. In fact all
groups have remained silent on the moral issue, content to goad the
Mayors who are without the means to act.
d. Regional government remains in limbo, and as a result govern-
ment workers carry on a price war between one city and another which
is destroying the economies of all the cities.
In our political structure in America state and federal legislators have
a great thing going: the public wrath is almost always directed at the
Mayor, the governor or the President, even though none of the three
has the power to act in the matter of tax relief, because this is a legis-
lative prerogative.
Reasonably men and women are not confused as to how municipal
government can and should be financed, and I hope to do my part to
make the call for tax relief this year one which will be heard, and one
to which we will receive a response. There is a cliche that new tax
legislation cannot be enacted in an election year. I say, not so! In fact,
I know something which the legislature and congress apparently does
not know: a Private poll of greater Boston recently revealed that 73%
of the people want the recommendations of the master tax commission
enacted NOW.
Therefore, the issue of the 1972 election is tax relief for the cities.
I will openly support candidates who speak and act to obtain tax relief
now, and I will publicly oppose any candidate who thinks he or she is
going to keep the candle to my shoes when the responsibility is theirs,
and where the solution is now entirely in their hands.
In a futile effort to stave off the inevitable, we and all cities are
being forced to economize to the point where we can no longer operate.
I have control of such a miniscule portion of our city budget that it
5is laughable to say I can keep the tax rate down. Certainly, I can decide
whether or not to buy a pickup truck for the Highway Department, but
that is two cents on the tax rate. I challenge any state or federal legis-
lator to come into Somerville, look at our balance sheet and defend the
proposition that we are getting our fair share of state or federal money,
or that there is any fat in our budget which causes the tax problem. I
say they won’t, because they can’t.
The MBTA just added $6.50 alone to next year’s tax rate by tacking
an additional $1 Million onto our assessment. This means that in 1972,
$23 or our tax rate will go to financing an operation which gives us the
poorest service and the third highest assessment in the system. To add
insult to injury, the MBTA is holding back over $2 Million owed to the
B & M and therefore to the city of Somerville in back taxes. I have in-
structed the new city treasurer to pay next year’s MBTA assessment in-
to the court and contest the right of these two transportation systems
to bleed us to death for the benefit of others.
Furthermore, since it has remained true since World War II that
the courts have been the governmental body which has brought about
reforms which legislatures have balked on, I have instructed the City
Solicitor to commence suit in the federal district court at the earliest
possible time to require state financing of our schools system. Our
children are not receiving equal educational advantages with children
in the suburbs, and that situation is unacceptable.
Much of our efforts the past two years have been focused on restor-
ing local government to the people of Somerville, and the major thrust
of our assault on unrepresentative government for the next two years
must be the state and federal governments which remain unresponsive
to our critical and just needs. We face the worst tax disaster in the city’s
history this, year, and I do not intend to let it happen, because it does
not need to happen. I have accepted invitations to date to speak in five
cities in coming weeks, and I hope by summer to have covered the en-
tire Commonwealth. Political smoke is not going to prevent the key
issue of this year’s campaign from being discussed, and fancy political
footwork is not going to prevent state and federal candidates from
speaking and acting to bring the massive wealth of this nation into
the struggling and desperate cities where most all of us live.
I call upon each of you who hears my voice or reads my words —
you who have responded to so many issues these last two years, rise up
again and demand what is yours from those who are the only ones in a
position to provide it.
6I rejoice at the opportunity to serve you further; I do not expect
that we shall accomplish all that we set out to accomplish. But we shall
continue to have a productive and exciting time together, and at all
times be at peace with ourselves in that we are working together to
bring about a better city in a better state in a better nation in a better
world.
7REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ASSESSORS
January 1 , 1973
To the Honorable, the Mayor
and the Board of Alderman
of the City of Somerville
Gentlemen:
The following report is respectfully submitted as the Annual Report of the
Board of Assessors for the year ending December 31, 1972.
CITY OF SOMERVILLE - 1972 RECAPITULATION
A. CITY - All appropriations since 1971 Tax Rate was fixed:
1. Total to be raised by taxation
2. Total appropriations to be
taken from Available Funds:
a. in 1972
b. in 1971
$27,038,490.73
433,468.75
137,035.80 570,504.55 $27,608,995.28
3. Deficits due to abatements
in excess of overlay of
prior years
a. in 1968 1,055.20
b. in 1969
c. in 1970 73,084.76
d. in 1971 7,847.62
Offset to Cherry Street
Estimated Receipts:
School Lunch Program 213,298.61
Free Public Libraries 33,292.13
81,987.58
246,590.74
Revenue Deficit
Retirement - Chap. 33 Mass. Gen. Laws 250.00
81972 1971
COUNTY. TAX Estimates Underestimates
B. AND ASSESSMENTS
1 . County Tax 1,543,576.83
2. County Hospital 84,629.77
1,628,206.00 $ 1,628.206.60
C. STATE: TAX AND ASSESSMENTS
1. Audit of Municipal Accounts . 34,422.24
2. State Examination of Retire-
ment System 6,826.35
3. Metropolitan Districts Area 1,497,104.26 25,933.92
4. Mass. Bay Transportation
Authority 2,473,604.00 21,470.19
5. Elderly Retiree Program 14,118.58
6. Motor Vehicle Excise Tax Bills 5,075.70
4,031,151.13 47,404.11 4,078,555.24
D. OVERLAY OF CURRENT YEAR 1,588,849.68
5,667,404.92
E. GROSS AMOUNT TO BE RAISED 35,233,435.12
F. ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND AVAILABLE FUNDS:
1 . 1972 Estimated Receipts as
Certified by Commissioner on
Cherry Sheet Item 6 6,137,029.43
2. Motor Vehicle and Trailer
Excise 1,352,970.59
3. Licenses 149,865.15
4. Fines 149,448.51
5. Grants and Gifts 16,608.73
6. General Government 38,670.84
7. Protection of Persons
and Property 10,054.30
8. Health & Sanitation 31,962.03
9. Highways 4,651.00
10. Charities
911 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18 .
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
Veterans’ Services
School- Local Receipts
Libraries-Local Receipts
Recreation
Pub. Serv. Enterprises Water
Dept
Cemeteries
Interest on Taxes &
Associations
Farm Animals etc
Building Code Fees
Gasoline Tax
Comm, of Mass. 1971
Payments
Overestimates of previous years
years to be used as available
funds
A. County Tax
B. Metropolitan Parks
C. Metropolitan Air Pollution
Control
19,067.20
4,193.31
824,025.68
236,607.93
511,446.38
9,486,601.08
45,089.17
12,438.25
3,177.52
Total 60,704.94
Amounts voted to be taken
from Available Funds 570,504.55
Total Available Funds 10,117,810.57
G. NET AMOUNT TO BE RAISED
BY TAXATION ON PROPERTY
H. TOTAL VALUATION AND TAXES LEVIED
Personal Property
Real Estate Tax .
Valuation
$14,716,300.00
123.433.450.00
138.149.750.00
Tax Rate $181. 80/M
$25,115,624.55
Tax Levy
2,675,423.34
22,440,201.21
25,115,624.55
Total Tax Levied $25,115,624.55
10
The Board of Assessors wishes to thank the other departments for
the cooperation extended during the year, particularly the Legal
Department.
Respectfully submitted,
Ralph Champa, Chairman
Gordon Faulkner
Edward A. Ciampa
Mary Tomeo
William F. O’Neil, Jr.
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REPORT OF THE CITY AUDITOR
Office of the City Auditor
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
REVENUE ACCOUNTS:
ASSETS
Revenue Cash
Cash Discrepancies:
W.J.R., Collector
P.J.W., Cashier
R.C., Deputy Collector
E.W., Deputy Collector
Petty Cash Advances
Treasurers Overs and Shorts and Bank Errors
Accounts Receivables:
Taxes, 1959 ... .
Taxes, 1960 . . . .
Taxes, 1961 ... .
Taxes, 1962 . . . .
Taxes, 1963 . . . .
Taxes, 1964 . . . .
Taxes, 1965 . . . .
Taxes, 1966 . . . .
Taxes, 1967 . . . .
Taxes, 1968 . . . .
Taxes, 1969 . . . .
Taxes, 1970 . . . .
Taxes, 1971 ... .
Taxes, 1972 . . . .
Tax Titles
Tax Possessions . . . .
1,185.46
5,133.71
6,742.82
9,833.62
8,433.28
21,480.87
26,151.18
20,301.03
287,796.27
335,619.33
363,021.19
1,009,762.09
905,308.85
2,023,496.14
1,618,515.48
253.57
1,029.55
1,326.86
431.15
700.00
2,011.84
5,024,265.84
897,632.70
118,029.48
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Motor Vehicle Excise:
Taxes, 1961 ... .
Taxes, 1962 ... .
Taxes, 1963 ... .
Taxes, 1964 . . . .
Taxes, 1965 ... .
Taxes, 1966 . . . .
Taxes, 1967
Taxes, 1968 . . . .
Taxes, 1969 ... .
Taxes, 1970 . . . .
Taxes, 1971
Taxes, 1972 ... .
28,199.45
32,976.22
32.093.08
27,916.20
35,777.32
40,619.61
33,228.42
40,974.06
40,363.84
54.900.09
106,345.65
290,805.05
Building Demolition Fees:
Taxes, 1967
Taxes, 1969
Taxes, 1970
Taxes, 1971
1.142.00
2.700.00
25,898.12
1.985.00
Departmental Bills Receivables:
School Department 23,863.00
P.W.D. Incinerator Division 12,798.13
P.W.D. Building Division 9,281.25
P.W.D. Water Division 1,672.65
47,615.03
Water Department Accounts 183,251.63
State Aid to Highways, Chapter 90 .
County Aid to Highways, Chapter 90
Loans Authorized
State Taxes and Assessments, 1972
Middlesex County - Sale of Dogs . .
Overlay 1962
Overlay 1963
Overlay 1964
Overlay 1965
Overlay 1966
764,199.03
31,725.12
230,866.66
38,490.85
32,625.00
6,648,000.00
20,274.27
9.00
481.00
3,253.80
189,277.48
203,915.84
211,681.23
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Overlay 1967
Overlay 1968
Overlay 1969
Overlay 1970
Overlay 1971
Overlay 1972
LIABILITIES
Cashiers Overages
City Clerks Deposits
School Deposits:
Books
Tuition & Registrations
Forfeited Fees
Conservation Fund
Teachers Retirement Deductions
Federal Withholding Taxes
State Withholding Taxes
Employees Insurance Deductions
Employees Group Insurance Deductions
Group Insurance for Elderly Retirees
Savings Bonds Deductions
Reserve-Savings Bonds Deductions
Blue Cross Deductions
Accounts Payable
Tax Titles - Rent Receipts
Guarantee Deposits
Loan in Anticipation of Funding Loan
Unexpended Balances:
Income of Trust Funds
Tailings
Water Tailings
Revenue Appropriations
C. of M. Grants - Executive Department:
Committee on Law Enforcement & Administration of Criminal Justice-
Project #71-14x-529AI Som. Youth Program
Project #72-1 14x-402AO Som. Youth Program
Project #70-040a-E14CAM Comm. Yth. Res. Bur
243,253.12
256,756.54
308,156.41
350,748.82
436,178.29
88.129.47
17,722,218.40
852.37
3,073.42
2,081.75
3,503.79
5,830.18
2,001.00
418.13
263,731.93
71,658.93
1,333.61
11,174.39
376.00
1,332.53
7,575.89
40,080.01
168,858.46
2,265.00
569.19
6,648,000.00
16,322.52
17,863.12
1,882.87
765,237.81
940.88
11,387.42
123.45
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U.S. Department of Labor Grants -
Manpower Administration —
Emergency Employment Act - Section 5
Emergency Employment Act - Section 6
Recreation Support Program E.O.A.
1971-
1093-25
1972-
2001-25
,
H.U.D. Planning Assistance Grant
Section 701 - Housing Act of 1954
Dept, of Health, Education & Welfare Grant, Public Health Service —
Lead Control Program
C. of M. Grants - Police Department:
Committee on Law Enforcement & Administration of Criminal Justice-
Project #71-O9x-529AO - Regional & Local Order Control Units . .
Project #72-023-529AO - Planning & Research Units
C. of M. Grants - School Department:
George Barden Fund
Public Law 864
Public Law 874
Public Law 87-415 M.D.T.A
Adult Basic Education
Public Law 89-10 Title I -
Projects 72-
Projects BLAST #73-274
Public Law 89-10, Title II
Public Law 89-10, Title VI-B
Public Law 90-576 — Vocational Education
C. of M. Council for Aging Persons
Hot Lunch Receipts
School-Athletic Receipts
P.W.D. Parking Meters Receipts:
On Street Parking
Off Street Parking
Middlesex County Hospital Assessment 1972
Middlesex County-Dog Licenses
Revenue Reserved Until Collected:
Motor Vehicle Excise Revenue 764,199.03
Tax Titles Revenue 897,632.70
Tax Possessions Revenue 118,029.48
Building Demolition Fees Revenue 31,725.12
35,993.75
22,013.69
.10
16.50
10,264.95
6,091.14
5,107.20
5,810.00
27.97
3,659.79
15,713.70
10.683.89
2,250.37
5,322.63
174,465.37
1.731.22
8,591.91
15.659.90
56.57
77,371.12
2,616.50
273.42
1.574.22
58,064.43
320.05
Departmental Revenue 47,615.03
Water Revenue 183,251.63
Aid to Highways Revenue 71,1 15.85
Reserve for Petty Cash Advances
Reserve for Cash Discrepancies
Reserve for Unpaid Real Estate & Personal Taxes
Reserve for Cash Variations and Bank Errors . . .
Reserve for Debt on Funding Loan
Surplus Revenue
NON REVENUE ACCOUNTS:
ASSETS
Non Revenue Cash .
Loans Authorized .
LIABILITIES
Loans Unissued
Loan in Anticipation of School Project Bonds - Elementary — Ward I . . .
Loan in Anticipation of School Remodeling,
and Reconstructing Bonds of 1972
Loan in Anticipation of Macadam Pavement Loan
Somerville Housing Authority
C. of M. Highway Funds - Chapter 822
Non Revenue Appropriations
NET FUNDED OR FIXED DEBT:
ASSETS
2.113.568.84
700.00
4,841.25
5.024.265.84
211.72
822,000.00
1,244,475.71
17,722,218.40
659,733.81
3,417,453.33
4,077,187.14
2,247,453.33
1,020,000.00
125,000.00
25,000.00
1,743.09
43.56
657,947.16
4,077,187.14
Net Bonded Debt 11,495,000.00
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LIABILITIES
Loans Within Statutory Debt Limit:
Municipal Garage Loan 1952-1953 5,000.00
Elementary School Loan 1953-1955 115,000.00
School Remodeling Loan 1969 675,000.00
Departmental Equipment Loan 1968 80,000.00
PWD Incinerator Loan 1957-1958 445,000.00
School Remodeling Loan 1971 75,000.00
Loans Outside Statutory Debt Limit:
Stadium Loan 5,000.00
Elementary School Loan 1964 1,290,000.00
School Project Loan Elementary
Ward I - 1970 3,350,000.00
Ward VII - 1972 4,485,000.00
Pope School Addition Loan
Elementary - 1972 215,000.00
Urban Renewal Loan 755,000.00
SPECIAL CASH ACCOUNT
ASSETS
Federal Revenue Sharing Funds, Cash Invested
. .
LIABILITIES
1,395,000.00
10
,
100
,
000.00
11,495,000.00
989,725.00
989,725.00
989,725.00
989,725.00
Federal Revenue Sharing Funds
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TRUST AND INVESTED FUNDS:
ASSETS
Trust Funds:
Cash and Securities
Investment Funds:
Cash and Securities
LIABILITIES
Trust Funds:
Contagious Hospital 2,168.23
School Funds 13,519.49
Library Funds 40,819.32
Welfare Funds 6,948.35
Recreation Funds 3,645.76
Invested Funds:
Municipal Buildings Insurance Fund 5,465.35
*Retirement System Funds 4% and 5%80 94,179.64
Veterans Housing Funds 3,373.81
67,101.15
8,103,018.80
8,170,119.95
67,101.15
$8,094,179.64
8,103,018.80
$8,170,119.95
Figures submitted by Retirement Board
REVENUE
RECEIPTS:
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Schools
and
School
Buildings
14,190.66
1,239.59
4,152.80
10,614.34CR**
8,968.71
Hot
Lunch
Receipts
69,611.67
69,850.50
10,121.40
67,744.70
217,328.27
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Receipts
3,565.00
363.00
5,720.50
9,648.50
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682.65
1,067.81
858.88
1,076.13
3,685.47
P.W.D.
Highway
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2,045.00
2,465.00
1,111.00
5,621.00
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Fund
Income
711.09
883.67
122.81
1,125.96
2,843.53
Accrued
Interest
8,180.55
23,676.05
10,550.76
42,407.36
Refunds
17,440.49
4,518.64
3,541.68
6,279.64
31,780.45
Temporary
Loans
4,500,000.00
5,000,000.00
3,000,000.00
12,500,000.00
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&
Assessments
1972
4,051,425.40
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Middlesex
County
Assessment
1972
1,485,512.40
1,485,512.40
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County
Hospital
Assessment
1972
84,629.77
84,629.77
Middlesex
County-Dog
Licenses
5,600.95
3,440.75
9,041.70
Middlesex
County-Sale
of
Dogs
96.00
90.00
186.00
Hot
Lunch
Receipts
117,397.17
165,932.15
55,824.99
116,583.52
455,737.83
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Receipts
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C.
of
M.
Grants
-
Executive
Department:
C.L.E.A.
Community
Youth
Program
Project
#70-040a-E
14
CAM
4,739.26
10,688.98
7,478.31
22,906.55
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AO
4,730.00
4,730.00
C.
of
M.
Grants
-
School
Department:
George
Barden
Fund
987.86
918.10
358.00
2,263.96
Public
Law
864
1,922.18
1,913.70
2,435.90
15,575.42
21,847.20
Public
Law
874
1,350.75
81,735.38
83,086.13
Public
Law
87-415
12,956.12
9,840.97
201.54
809.31
23,807.94
Adult
Basic
Education
2,613.48
4,760.27
86.00
6,405.89
13,865.64
Public
Law
89-10
-Title
1-1972
Projects
94,479.09
124,640.18
179,100.17
43,012.44
441,231.88
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through
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Any
inquir-
ies
regarding
these
statements
or
requests
for
additional
information
may
be
directed
to
the
Auditing
Department.
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REPORT OF CITY CLERK
Office of the City Clerk
January 1, 1973
To the Honorable the Mayor
and the Board of Alderman
Gentlemen:
The following is respectfully submitted as the one hundred first
Annual Report of the City Clerk of Somerville, and is for the year end-
ing December 3 1 , 1972.
The receipts and payments were as follows:
For dog licenses issued in 1972:
1773 males at $3.00 ....
380 females at $6.00 . . .
809 spayed at $3.00 . . .
4 kennel at $10.00 . . .
2 kennel at $25.00 . . .
6 transfers at $.25 ...
1 male (guide dog-free)
$ 5,319.00
2,280.00
2,427.00
40.00
50.00
1.50
$10,117.50
For hunting and fishing licenses issued in 1972:
801 fishing at $5.25 4,205.25
221 hunting at $5.25 (1160.25)
181 hunting at $8.25 (1493.25) . . . 2,653.50
232 sporting at $8.25 (1914.00)
1 sporting at $13.50) (13.50) ... 1,927.50
109 minor fishing at $3.25 354.25
1 minor trapping at $3.25 3.25
95 female fishing at $4.25 403.75
8 alien fishing at $9.75 78.00
5 spec, non-res. fish, at $5.25 . . . 26.25
1 res. alien hunting at $16.25 . . . 16.25
1 non-res. cit. hunt. (C.S.P.-3-day)
at $16.25 16.25
30
7 duplicate at $.50 (3.50)
4 duplicate at $1.00 (4.00) 7.50
1 archery stamp at $1.10 (1.10)
4 archery stamp at $5.10 (20.40) . 21.50 9,713.25
Recording mortgages, assignments, etc. . . 7,381.48
Certificates of marriage intentions,
including postage 2,611.18
Furnishing copies of records 6,716.15
Licenses:
auctioneers, 22 at $2.00; 2 at $10.00 . 64.00
billiard, pool tables and bowling alleys,
39 licenses for 1 billiard table, 31
bowling alleys, 7 pool tables at $3.00 1 1 7.00
cut meat and sausage, 1 at $50.00 . . . 50.00
drivers, 421 at $1.00 421.00
stationary engines, 19 at $1.00 19.00
garage, 1 at $20.00 20.00
garage renewals 477.50
hackney carriages, 87 at $5.00 435.00
junk and secondhand licenses:
collect junk, 2 at $15.00 30.00
junk shops, 13 at $35.00 455.00
lodging house, 3 at $2.00 6.00
outdoor parking, 7 at $10.00 70.00
secondhand auto dealers,
37 at $25.00
1 at 50.00 975.00
slaughtering, 1 at $1.00 1.00
street musicians, 3 at $.50 1.50
storage of explosives,
1 at $10.00
8 at 20.00
2 at 50.00
1 at 100.00 370.00
storage of explosives, renewals 4,357.50
taxi stand licenses, 47 at $5.00 235.00
permits for projections over the sidewalk,
10 illuminated signs
2 electric signs
4 plastic signs
31
1 aluminum sign
1 facade
18 at $5.00 90.00
copies of ordinances 110.75
copies of city charter 1.00
copies of municipal manual 40.00
fees for registered mail notices 10.60
postage .94
advertising fees 170.00
duplicate of dog license tags 9.70
pole locations 87.60
gas mains 14.40
blank forms 10.50
raffle and bazaar permits 150.00
beano permits 350.00
fee for Cable T.V. license 10,325.00
PAYMENTS
To the City Treasurer for dog licenses in 1972:
1773 males at $3.00 5,319.00
380 females at $6.00 2,280.00
809 spayed at $3.00 2,427.00
4 kennel at $10.00 40.00
2 kennel at $25.00 50.00
6 transfers at $.25 1.50
1 male (guide dog-free)
10,117.50
less City Clerk’s fees,
1968 at $.35 (1038.80)
6 transf. at $.25 (1.50) -1,040.30
To the Commissioners on Fisheries and Game for
hunting licenses, etc., in 1972:
801 fishing at $5.25 4,205.00
221 hunting at $5.25 (1160.25)
181 hunting at $8.25 (1493.25) ... 2,653.50
232 sporting at $8.25 (1914.00)
1 sporting at $13.50 (13.50) ....
$36,183.80
9,077.20
1,927.50
32
09 minor fishing at $3.25 354.25
1 minor trapping at $3.25 3.25
95 female fishing at $4.25 403.75
8 alien fishing at $9.75 78.00
5 spec, non-res. fish, at $5.25 . . . 26.25
1 res. alien hunt, at $16.25 16.25
1 non-res. cit. hunt. (C.S.P.) 3-day
at $16.25 16.25
7 duplicate at $.50 (3.50)
4 duplicate at $1.00 (4.00) 7.50
1 archery stamp at $1.10 (1.10)
4 archery stamp at $5.10 (20.40) . 21.50
9,713.25
less City Clerk’s fees,
1656 at $.25 (414.00)
5 stamps at $.10 (.50) -414.50 9,298.75
To City Treasurer monthly:
All the receipts above specified except
for hunting licenses and dog licenses 36,183.80
54,559.75
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Besides the licenses mentioned in the foregoing list of receipts,
licenses and permits have been granted by the Board of Aldermen,
without charge, as follows:
Outdoor Concert 1
Parade with Music in Streets 2
BIRTHS
Number of births in Somerville reported by physicians for 1972
Males 46
Females 55
101
33
1971
The following is a statement in full for the births for 1971
Number of births in Somerville in 1971 499
Males 243
Females 256
499
Number of births in other places in 1971 registered 1001
1500
Born of American Parents 1115
Born of Foreign Parents 231
Born of American Father,
Foreign Mother 75
Born of Foreign Father,
American Mother 71
Born of American Mother,
Father Unknown 8
Born of Foreign Mother,
Father Unknown -0—
1500
Number of twins in 1971 registered 18
* Maternity section of Somerville Hospital closed 4/15/72
1972
MARRIAGES
Number of intentions issued in 1972 1093
Less than previous year 35
Number of marriages registered in 1972 1154
Less than previous year 180
Both parties American 940
Both parties Foreign 87
American Bride and Foreign Groom 71
American Groom and Foreign Bride 56
Total 1154
34
First marriage 1943
Second marriage 340
Third marriage 23
Fourth marriage 2
Total 2308
Total marriages for the year 1972 1154
DEATHS
Number of deaths in Somerville in 1972 1047
Died in City 613
Died out of City 435
Stillbirths (1) 1047
Males 543
Females 504
1047
Age of the oldest person who died in Somerville 101
#613-58 was the last record figured in the annual report.
Respectfully submitted,
William J. Donovan
City Clerk
REPORT OF THE
TREASURER AND COLLECTOR OF TAXES
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To the Honorable, the Mayor
and the Board of Aldermen
of the City of Somerville
Gentlemen:
I herewith present the annual report of the City Treasurer and Collec-
tor of Taxes for the Calendar year 1972.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert W. Hilliard
City Treasurer and
Collector of Taxes
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
CALENDAR YEAR 1972
Cash Balance
Revenue Funds Non-Revenue Funds Totals
January 1, 1972 $ 1,163,876.64 $ 1,696,275.64 $ 2,860,152.28
Receipts 61,348,053.76 14,825,104.61 76,173,158.37
Cash Adjustment 198,892.41 198,892.41
62,710,822.81 16,521,380.25 79,232,203.06
DISBURSEMENTS
Revenue
Payments 61,092,300.12 15,682,646.44 76,774,946.56
36
Cash
Adjustment - 7.21 - 179,000.00
Cash on Hand
Jan. 1,1973 $1,618,515.48 $ 659,733.81
SCHEDULE OF TAX LIENS
ASSESSMENT AND VALUATIONS
Assessed Valuation - 1972 REAL and PERSONAL
Equalized Valuation - 1972 As determined by State Tax
Commission
Motor Vehicle Valuation - 1972 $66.00 per $1,000.
Real Estate and Personal Property
Tax Rate - 1972 $181.80 per $1,000.
Committed for Collection 1972
Real Estate Taxes
Water Liens
TOTAL REAL ESTATE
Personal Property Taxes - 1972
1972 Real and Personal Tax Levy
Water Departmental Accounts Committed for Collection
in 1972
Other Departmental Accounts Committed for Collection
in 1972
TOTAL AMOUNT COMMITTED
State Assessment For City in 1972
County Tax Assessment for City in 1972
County Hospital Assessment for City in 1972
- 179,007.21
$ 2,278,249.29
$ 138,149,750
330,000,000
$22,440,201.21
65,133.38
$22,505,334.59
$ 2,675,423.34
$25,180,757.93
$ 870,987.70
$ 210,230.04
$26,261,975.67
$ 4,051,425.40
$ 1,485,512.40
$ 84,629.77
TOTAL ASSESSMENTS $ 5,621,567.57
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MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES COMMITTED IN 1972
Comm. Date Amount
#1 7-24-72 $ 256,274.70
2 8-7-72 259,198.50
3 8-14-72 231,025.08
4 8-28-72 106,738.50
5 11-14-72 260,584.84
TOTAL
1971 EXCISE COMMITTED IN 1972
$1,113,821.62
Comm. Date Amount
# 2-12-72 $ 8,160.80
2-10-72 71,449.56
6-30-72 156,939.97
9-29-72 3,675.95
TOTAL $240,226.28
TEMPORARY LOANS IN 1972 IN ANTICIPATION OF REVENUE
Date of Note Due Date Rate Amount
1-31-72 11-6-72 1,000,000. @ 2.31% $ 1,000,000.
2-4-72 11-6-72 100M @ 2.30% 1,000,000.
900M @ 2.33%
2-28-72 500M @ 2.26% 1,5000,000.
500M @ 2.29%
500M @ 2.31%
3-27-72 300M @ 2.59% 1,000,000.
300M @ 2.59%
200M @ 2.68%
200M @ 2.68%
4-10-72 250M @ 2.80% 1,000,000.
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250M @ 2.82%
500M @ 2.82%
4-28-72 500M @ 2.68% 2,000,000.
500M @ 2.78%
800M @ 2.82%
200M @ 2.82%
5-12-72 250M @ 2.58% 1,000,000.
250M @ 2.65%
250M @ 2.61%
250M @ 2.62%
6-16-72 250M @ 2.48% 1,000,000.
250M @ 2.51%
250M @ 2.53%
250M @ 2.53%
7-17-72 750M @ 2.82% 1,000,000.
250M @ 2.81%
8-4-72 500M @ 2.69% 1,000,000.
250M @ 2.74%
250M @ 2.75%
8-30-72 750M @ 2.53% 1,000,000.
250M @ 2.49%
TOTAL $12,5000,000.
BOND ANTICIPATION NOTES ISSUED IN 1972
January 7, 1972
$125,000.00 @ 3.00% Interest payable at maturity June 15, 1972 for
POPE SCHOOL PROJECT LOAN
January 20, 1972
$350,000.00 @ 2 .65% Interest payable at maturity June 15, 1972 for
WEST SOMERVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
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February 23, 1972
$500(/,000.00 @ 2.65% Interest payable at maturity June 15, 1972 for
POPE SCHOOL PROJECT LOAN
April 20, 1972
$150,000.00 @ 2.75% Interest payable at maturity June 15, 1972 for
WARD SEVEN SCHOOL
June 27, 1972
$40,000.00 @ 2.75% Interest payable at maturity August 15, 1972 for
POPE SCHOOL PROJECT LOAN
July 18, 1972
$1,250,000.00 @ 3.00% Interest payable at maturity Sept. 15, 1972 for
500.000.
00 for WARD ONE SCHOOL
750.0 0.
00 for WARD SEVEN SCHOOL
September 1, 1972
$50,000.00 @ 3.50% Interest payable at maturity August 1, 1973 for
HIGH SCHOOL REMODELING BOND
September 15, 1972
$500,000.00 @3.00% Interest payable at maturity August 1, 1973 for
WARD ONE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
September 22, 1972
$150,000.00 @ 3.50% Interest payable at maturity August 1, 1973 for
WARD ONE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
October 26, 1972
$200,000.00 @ 3.50% Interest payable at maturity August 1, 1973 for
WARD ONE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
October 20, 1972
$75,000.00 @ 3.30% Interest payable at maturity August 1, 1973 for
5 .0 0.
00 for HIGH SCHOOL REMODELING
25.000.
00 for MC ADAM PAVEMENT LOAN
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November 22, 1972
$125,000.00 @ 3.30% Interest payable at maturity August 1, 1973 for
WARD ONE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
December 22, 1972
$70,000.00 @ 3.20% Interest payable at maturity August 1, 1973 for25.000.
00 for REMODELING BOND45.000.
00 for WARD ONE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SCHEDULE OF OUTSTANDING FUNDED DEBT
as of
DECEMBER 31, 1972
Description of Issue
Interest
Rate
Date of
Issue Due Date Amount Due
Municipal Garage Loan 2.40% 4-1-53 1973 $ 5,000.00
Elementary School Loan 2.20% 12-1-53 1973 55,000.00
School Loan 2.00% 1-1-55 1975 60,000.00
Incinerator Loan #1 3.40% 10-1-58 1978 60,000.00
Incinerator Loan #2 3.10% 3-1-59 1979 385,000.00
Departmental Equipment Loan 3.40% 9-1-68 1973 80,000.00
School Remodeling Loan 5.60% 8-1-69 1983 675,000.00
TOTAL OF LOANS INSIDE DEBT LIMIT $ 1,320,000.00
LOANS OUTSIDE STATUTORY DEBT LIMIT
Stadium Loan 2.70% 10-1-53 1973 $ 5,000.00
Elementary School Loan -1964 3.10% 10-1-64 1983 1,290,000.00
Urban Renewal Loan 5.60% 8-1-69 1986 755,000.00
School Project Loan-Elementary
Ward 1-1970 5.60% 9-1-70 1989 3,350,000.00
Ward VII - 1972 5.25% 8-1-72 1991 4,485,000.00
Pope School Addition Loan
Elementary - 1972 5.25% 8-1-72 1973 215,000.00
TOTAL FUNDED DEBT $1 0,1 00,000.00
PROJECTED ANNUAL FUNDED DEBT
AND INTEREST PAYMENTS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1972
41
Year Principal Interest Total Amount Due
1973 1,025,000.00 576,605.00 1,601,605.00
1974 860,000.00 528,877.50 1,388,877.50
1975 860,000.00 486,275.00 1,346,275.00
1976 835,000.00 443,672.50 1,278,672.50
1977 835,000.00 402,382.50 1,237,382.50
1978 680,000.00 371,092.50 1,051,092.50
1979 670,000.00 328,357.50 998,357.50
1980 615,000.00 296,815.00 911,815.00
1981 615,000.00 266,125.00 881,125.00
1982 615,000.00 235,435.00 850,435.00
1983 615,000.00 204,745.00 819,745.00
1984 500,000.00 174,055.00 674,055.00
1985 500,000.00 146,930.00 646,930.00
1986 480,000.00 119,805.00 599,805.00
1987 450,000.00 93,800.00 543,800.00
1988 450,000.00 79,475.00 529,475.00
1989 400,000.00 45,150.00 445,150.00
1990 250,000.00 23,625.00 273,625.00
1991 200,000.00 10,500.00 210,500.00
TOTALS 11,455,000.00 4,833,722.50 16,288,722.50
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PROJECTED FUNDED DEBT AND INTEREST
TO BE PAID IN 1973
Month Bond
Due Amount
JANUARY $ 20,000.00
FEBRUARY 55,000.00
MARCH
APRIL 5,000.00
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST 475,000.00
SEPTEMBER 280,000.00
OCTOBER 135,000.00
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER 55,000.00
TOTALS $1,025,000.00
Interest
On Bonds Total
$ 600.00 $ 20,600.00
165,383.75 220,383.75
101,127.50 101,127.50
21,142.50 26,142.50
605.00 605.00
400.00 400.00
165,383.75 640.383.75
100,275.00 380,275.00
21,082.50 156,082.50
605.00 55,605.00
$576,605.00 $1,601,605.00
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REPORT OF THE
BOARD OF ELECTION COMMISSIONERS
February 1973
To the Flonorable, the Mayor
and the Board of Aldermen
of the City of Somerville
Gentlemen:
The Board of Election Commissioners respectfully submits the fol-
lowing report for the year 1972.
REGISTRATION
Before the Presidential Primary in April, registration was held in
the office at City Hall, beginning on January 2nd and continuing
until March 24, 1972 from 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. every day except
Saturday. Last day of registration was held on March 25th at City
Hall from 12:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Registered Voters from January 2nd to March 25, 1972 were male
934, female 1022, total 1956. The last day of registration, March 25,
1972 the following were registered, male 204, female 253, total 457,
(these figures are included in the above figures.)
Registration of Voters before the State Primary, September 19,
1972, was held as following:
At City Hall from 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. except Saturdays, even-
ings from August 10th through August 18th from 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Thursday, August 10th College Avenue Library
City Hall
Winter Hill Library
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Friday, August 11th Fire Station at Somerville
Ave. & Lowell Street
City Hall
Trum Field (Field House)
Monday, August 14th East Somerville Library
City Hall
Tuesday, August 15th City Hall
Bradlees (Union Square)
Wednesday, August 16th Union Square Library
City Hall
Thursday, August 17th Teele Square Library
City Hall
Friday, August 18th City Hall
Bradlees (Union Square)
Saturday, August 19th from Noon to 10:00 P.M. at City Hall, also
from 2:00 to 5:00 P.M. at Johnie’s Foodmaster (Alewife Brook Pkwy.)
After the State Primary, September 19, 1972, Registration was held:
Daily at City Hall from 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. except Saturdays,
also at City Hall evenings, from September 29th through October 6th
from 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
from 8/21 to 10/6/72 Men Women Total
940 970 1910
Last day 10/7/72 City Hall 229 252 481
1169 1222 2391
Total registered voters added to voting list for 1972 — 5564
Total registered voters for 1972 — 44,391
10-9-72 Registered for Presidential Partial Ballot voting — 62
NOMINATION PAPERS
The Board of Election Commissioners received five hundred ninety
seven (597) Democratic nomination papers of which fifteen thousand
three hundred thirty two (15,332) names were certified, five (5) Re-
publican nomination papers of which two hundred forty nine (249)
45
names were certified, and also three hundred forty (340) Independent
and other parties nomination papers of which four thousand one
hundred seventy three (4,173) names were certified.
JURORS
In accordance with Chapter 234 of the General Laws, as amended
by Chapter 211 of the Acts of 1924, the Election Commissioners pre-
pared a list of the inhabitants of Somerville, liable to serve as jurors.
The Board has established a system, whereby each person pro-
visionally selected for jury service, fills out a questionnaire and appears
before the Board at the office and makes oath to the statements con-
tained therein. This gives the Board an opportunity to meet each in-
dividual and note, if any, his physical defects or disability to render
the county the service that would be required from him as a juror.
These personal examinations, also, enable the Board to know the
educational qualifications of each prospective juror.
The jury list for the year 1972, prepared by the Board contains
the names of eight hundred fifty (850) prospective jurors.
EXPENSES
The expenses for the Election Department for the year ending
December 31, 1972 were as follows:
Board of Election Commissioners 84,334.34
Pay of Election Officers 18,353.00
$63,518.76
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To the Honorable, the Mayor
and the Board of Alderman
of the City of Somerville
Gentlemen:
The Listing Board of the City of Somerville, respectfully submits
the following report for the year 1972.
Listing of males and females, seventeen years of age and upwards.
Respectfully submitted,
Maureen S. Amaral, Chairman
Earle E. Coke
Salvatore P. Casparriello
Ronald D. Mills
Thomas J. O’Brien
Listing Board of the City of Somerville
Men 19,706
REGISTERED VOTERS
Women 24,227 Total 43,933
Democrat
ENROLLMENT OF VOTERS
Republican Unenrolled Total
27,787 2,966 11,247 42,000
NOTICES
Notices were sent to voters who did not appear on Police Listing
taken January 1, 1972.
STATE
ELECTION
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NOTICES SENT TO VOTERS NOT ON POLICE LISTING
June 1972
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WARD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Returned to Voting List
Deceased
Undelivered
Unheard from
TOTAL
472
417
446
628
583
468
435
Total 3449
805
11
658
1975
3449
QUESTION NO. 1
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
Do you approve of the adoption of an amendment to the constitu-
tion summarized below, which was approved by the General Court in a
joint session of the two branches held June 18, 1969, received 221
votes in the affirmative and 22 in the negative, and in a joint session of
the two branches held May 12, 1971, received 238 votes in the affirma-
tive and 14 in the negative?
SUMMARY
The proposed amendment would authorize the Legislature to enact
a law that agricultural and horticultural lands shall be valued, for taxa-
tion proposed, according to their agricultural and or horticultural uses.
No parcel of land less than five acres which has not been actively devoted
50
to such uses for two years preceding the tax year could be valued at
less than fair market value.
Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 1761 2182 2405 3024 2712 2662 3215 17961
No 841 900 992 1388 1260 1055 1237 7673
Blanks 953 1162 1140 1568 1280 1004 1339 8446
QUESTION NO. 2
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
Do you approve of an amendment to the constitution summarized
below, which was approved by the General Court in a joint session of
the two branches held June 18, 1969, received 143 votes in the affirm-
ative and 1 13 in the negative, and in a joint session of the two branches
held May 12, 1971, received 243 votes in the affirmative and 1 1 in the
negative?
SUMMARY
The proposed amendment would bring the State Constitution into
conformity with the 26th Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States by setting the minimum age for voting at eighteen.
Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 2146 2668 2835 3638 3362 3127 3831 21607
No 662 701 796 1096 914 829 936 5934
Blanks 747 875 906 1246 976 765 1024 6539
QUESTION NO. 3
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
Do you approve of the adoption of an amendment to the constitution
summarized below, which was approved by the General Court in a joint
session of the two branches held June 18, 1969, received 258 votes in
the affirmative and 0 in the negative, and in a joint session of the two
branches held May 12, 1971, received 262 votes in the affirmative and
1 in the negative?
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SUMMARY
The proposed amendment would remove the prohibition against
paupers from voting.
Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 1993 2542 2713 3340 3103 3038 3615 20344
No 677 687 758 1109 980 755 968 5961
Blanks 885 1015 1039 1531 1169 928 1208 7775
QUESTION NO. 4
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
Do you approve of the adoption of an amendment to the constitution
summarized below, which was approved by the General Court in a joint
session of the two branches held June 18, 1969, received 264 votes in
the affirmative and 1 in the negative, and in a joint session of the two
branches held May 12, 1971, received 264 votes in the affirmative and
0 in the negative?
SUMMARY
The proposed amendment would authorize the Legislature to enact
a law to permit the Commonwealth to make loans for tuition and board
at any college, university or institution of higher learning to students
who are residents of the Commonwealth.
Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 1969 2545 2574 3363 2979 2769 3460 19659
No 838 846 1064 1352 1294 1158 1348 7900
Blanks 748 853 899 1265 979 794 983 6521
QUESTION NO. 5
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
Do you approve of the adoption of an amendment to the constitution
summarized below, which was approved by the General Court in a joint
session of the two branches held August 5, 1969, received 239 votes in
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the affirmative and 0 in the negative, and a joint session of the two
branches held May 12, 1971, received 266 votes in the affirmative and
0 in the negative?
SUMMARY
The proposed amendment would annul Article 49 of the Articles of
Amendment to the Constitution and substitute a new amendment
which declares that the people have the right to clean air and water,
freedom from excessive and unnecessary noise, and the natural, scenic,
historic and esthetic qualities of their environment. It further declares
that the protection of the right to the conversation, development and
utilization of the agricultural, mineral, forest, water, air and other
natural resources is a public purpose.
The legislature is authorized to adopt necessary legislation and to
provide for eminent domain takings where required for the purpose of
the amendment. Any property so taken may only be used for other
purposes or disposed of upon a two-thirds vote of the Legislature.
Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 2250 2716 2951 3744 3415 3243 3958 22277
No 487 519 572 769 711 562 710 4330
Blanks 818 1009 1014 1467 1126 916 1123 7473
QUESTION NO. 6
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
Do you approve of the adoption of an amendment to the constitu-
tion summarized below, which was approved by the General Court in a
joint session of the two branches held July 2, 1969, received 204 votes
in the affirmative and 49 in the negative, and in a joint session of the
two branches held May 12, 1971, received 245 votes in the affirmative
and 20 in the negative?
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SUMMARY
The proposed amendment would authorize, but not require, the
Legislature to modify the Massachusetts income tax laws by the use of
graduated rates instead of the present flat or uniform rates. The Legis-
lature could do this in any one of three ways:
1. Apply a uniform rate or percentage to an individual’s federal income
tax liability; or
2. Apply graduated rates to an individual’s federal taxable income; or
3. Apply graduated rates to income determined to be taxable under
Massachusetts law.
The Legislature would also be authorized to provide for reasonable
exemptions, deductions and abatements and make the definition of
any term used in the state tax law automatically the same as it is under
Federal Law.
Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 1035 1439 1407 1648 1552 1753 2044 10878
No 2068 2140 2490 3372 3008 2409 3043 18530
Blanks 452 665 640 960 692 559 704 4672
QUESTION NO. 7
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
Do you approve of the adoption of an amendment to the constitu-
tion summarized below, which was approved by the General Court in
a joint session of the two branches held June 18, 1969, received 198
votes in the affirmative and 63 in the negative, and in a joint session of
the two branches held May 12, 1971, received 231 votes in the affirma-
tive and 3 1 in the negative?
SUMMARY
The proposed amendment would require that all judges must retire
upon reaching seventy years of age.
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Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 2213 2722 2886 3722 3441 3083 3852 21919
No 692 751 909 1202 1067 1005 1139 6765
Blanks 650 771 742 1056 744 633 800 5396
QUESTION NO. 8
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
Do you approve of an act passed by the General Court in the year
nineteen hundred and seventy-two, entiled “An Act lowering to eighteen
years the requirement of a person licensed to sell or allowed to pur-
chase alcoholic beverages?”
Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 1308 1723 1745 2219 2243 1888 2302 13428
No 1575 1710 2007 2688 2242 2129 2623 14974
Blanks 672 811 785 1073 767 704 866 5678
QUESTION NO. 9
“Shall the voluntary recitation of prayer be authorized in the public
schools of the commonwealth?”
Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 2629 2885 3359 4446 3934 3471 4307 25031
No 388 708 577 694 667 720 809 4563
Flanks 538 651 601 840 651 530 665 4486
QUESTION NO. 10
“Shall the Representative from this district be instructed to vote to
approve the passage of a constitutional amendment reducing the size of
the Massachusetts House of Representatives from 240 members to 160
members?”
Ward 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Yes 2089 2293 2704 3522 3206 3020 3621 20455
No 734 964 943 1159 1083 862 1027 6772
Blanks 732 987 890 1299 963 839 1143 6853
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The Board of Election Commissioners had the co-operation of His
Honor the Mayor, and the Honorable members of the Board of Aider-
men and all City Officials, for which it is deeply grateful.
Respectfull submitted,
Maureen S. Amaral, Chairman
Earle E. Coke
Salvatore P. Casparriello
Ronald D. Mills
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Honorable, the Mayor
and the Board of Aldermen
of the City of Somerville
Gentlemen:
We respectfully submit the following, which is a summary of the
work of the department for the year 1972, as the twenty-fourth
annual report for the Board of Health.
RECORD OF LICENSES AND PERMITS ISSUED
Slaughter Poultry - One application for a permit to slaughter Poultry
under the provision of Section 139a of Chapter 679 of the
General Laws, was received and granted.
A fee of $1.00 was charged.
Massage - Four licenses were issued for the practice of Massage.
A fee of $5.00 per license was charged.
Bottling - Two licenses to engage in the business of bottling carbonated
beverages, soda water and mineral water were granted.
A fee of $20.00 per license is charged for each, of which $10.00
is paid to the State Public Health.
Nursing Homes - In accordance with Section 71 and 73 of the Chapter
111 of the General Laws, 11 applications for the renewall of
licenses to operate Convelescent or Nursing Homes for the aged
were approved by the Health Officer and Milk Inspector and
Board Members and forwarded to the State Department of Public
Health for licenses.
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Funeral Directors - In accordance with Chapter 1 12 of General Laws,
Section 83, 26 Funeral Directors have been registered as Funeral
Directors and are qualified to be licensed as Funeral Directors by
the State Public Health and Local Public Health.
No fee is charged.
Day Care - There are 3 Day Care Centers licensed by the State and the
City of Somerville.
BIOLOGICAL SUPPLIES AND DIAGNOSTIC TEST OUTFITS
The Health Department continued as the distributing center for all
biologic supplies and diagnostic test outfits, with sub-stations at the
following locations:
Health Clinic — Public Works Building
Reed Drug Store — Davis Square
Lepore Pharmacy — 725 Broadway
Union Square Pharmacy — 23 Union Square
Apothecary Hall — 152 Highland Avenue
Janar Pharmacy — 497 Broadway
Central Hospital — Central Street
Biologicals:
Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertusis Antigen
Diphtheria and Tetanus
Diphtheria and Tetanus (Adult)
Diphtheria Antitoxin
Immune Serum Globulin
Measles
Old Tuberculin
Poliomyelitis Vaccine
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Smallpox
Tetanus Toxoid
Typhoid
Mumps
German Measles
Measles and German Measles Combination
Diagnostic Test Outfits:
Throat Cultures
Undulent Fever
Wasserman Tubes
Enteric Cultures
Gonorrhea Smear
Tine Tests
MORTALITY
There were 613 deaths and 1 stillbirth during the year 1972, as speci-
fied in the following table:
Deaths in Central Hospital 108
Deaths in Somerville Hospital 265
Deaths in Home for Ages, Highland Ave 11
Deaths in Other Institutions 64
DEATHS BY AGES
Male Female Totals
Under One Year 4 1 5
One to Five Years 1 1 2
Five to Ten Years 0 0 0
Ten to Fifteen Years 0 0 0
Fifteen to Twenty Years 2 1 3
Twenty to Thirty Years 7 2 9
Thirty to Forty Years 4 4 8
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Forty to Fifty Years . . . . 17 12 29
Fifty to Sixty Years . . . . 40 24 64
Sixty to Seventy Years 77 47 124
Seventy to Eighty Years 78 81 159
Eighty to Ninety Years 66 97 163
Ninety to One Hundred Years .... 12 33 45
Over One Hundred Years 0 2 2
308 305 613
INFANT DEATHS - 1972
There were 5 deaths of infants under one year of age during the year
as shown in the following:
Prematurity 1
Congenital 1
Pneumonia 2
Crib Death 1
Deaths During the Last 10 Years
1963 750 1968 696
1964 663 1969 682
1966 703 1970 696
1967 716
DEATHS DURING THE LAST 10 YEARS
1963 750
1964 663
1965 703
1966 714
1967 716
1968 696
1969 682
1970 696
1971 624
1972 613
CAUSE
OF
DEATH
-
1972
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IMMUNIZATION CLINICS FOR 1972
Total 1st 2nd 3rd Booster
Diphtheria, Pertussis & Tetanus 497 150 106 96 145
Polio 642 174 177 174 117
Measles 202
Mumps 200
German Measles 219
German Measles & Measles . . . . 18
Tuberculin tests 213
Total Immunizations 1997 324 283 270 262
RECAPITULATIONS OF VISITS BY PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES
Tuberculosis 161
Contagious Diseases 197
Miscellaneous 480
Infant Hygiene 295
Clinics 435
Totals 1568
TUBERCULOSIS
Tuberculosis, all forms reported, totaled 12 patients. There were 9 of
these patients admitted to Middlesex County Hospital, in 1972.
Total attendance at clinic, 1972 213
Average attendance per clinic 20
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AGE AND SEX OF CASES OF TUBERCULOSIS
REPORTED DURING 1972
Under 15 years of age. . . .
1 5 years to 20 years of age
20 years to 30 years of age
30 years to 40 years of age
Over 40 years of age
Totals
M F Total
0 0 0
0 0 0
2 1 3
2 0 2
5 2 7
9 3 12
Clinics for x-ray and examination of patients and contacts are by
appointment only.
ANIMAL BITES - 1972
The following is a list of the various animal bites in the City of
Somerville during the year 1972.
Cat bites 4
Dog bites 180
Gerbil bites 1
Monkey bites 4
Total bites 188
There were 4 heads sent to the laboratory in 1972.
All bites were checked and where possible the animal was ordered
restrained.
During the year 1972 the Board of Health sponsored a Rabies Clinic,
which saw 384 dogs inoculated against rabies.
SANITARY COMPLAINTS AND CONDEMNATIONS - 1972
Following is a summary of the Sanitary complaints and condemna-
tions made by the Sanitary Inspectors in 1972.
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Sanitary complaints:
Burning rubbish 1
Dumping rubbish in restricted areas 5
Dirty yards and cellars 150
Dirty stores 30
Garbage and rubbish 120
Uncovered garbage and rubbish barrels 50
Uncovered meat in market 0
Adultered foods 30
Exposed food complaints 0
Lack of heat 15
Defective plumbing 0
Leaky roofs 0
Rat and roach infestation 60
Offensive odors 20
Smoke nuisances 25
Food and liquors condemned 0
Mosquitos 0
Water 1
Miscellaneous 60
Totals 566
CONDEMNATIONS
Number of establishments inspected 2200
Number of complaints written, inspected 325
Number of complaints unlisted, inspected 200
Notices sent 400
MISCELLANEOUS
Bakery products 120 lbs. Eggs 3 dozen
Butter 10 lbs. Frozen foods 200 lbs.
Candy 50 lbs. Fruit 25 lbs.
Canned goods 125 cans Meat 120 lbs.
Cheese 30 lbs. Misc. vegetables 200 lbs.
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Listed below are the various licenses given to stores, restaurants,
dealers, plants and dairy freeze trucks in 1972.
Milk Licenses 202
Ice Cream Licenses 164
Oleo Licenses 101
Ice Cream Manufacturing Licenses 14
Bottling Plant Licenses 2
An average of 40,000 quarts of milk and 1,000 quarts of cream are dis-
tributed daily in Somerville. The Milk Sinspector makes a Spot check
weekly on various trucks, makes an analysis on the contents and sends
a report to the company involved.
Routine sanitary inspections are made of establishments licensed
for the manufacture or sale of milk, ice-cream or other dairy products.
A total of 199 inspections were made during 1972.
Samples collected 90
Examinations:
Bacteriological 450
Chemical 180
Phosphatase 90
Microscopic 7
Total Examinations 727
CODE ENFORCEMENT REPORT - 1972
Area Coding:
Dwelling structures inspected 1485
Dwelling units inspected 3315
Dwelling units with violations 2300
Dwelling units with violations corrected 1338
Dwelling units re-inspected 2477
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Complaints:
Dwelling units investigated 1206
Dwelling units with violations 1170
Referrals:
Building Department 86
Plumbing 0
Electrical Department 5
Water Department 0
Highway Department 0
Police Department 0
Fire Prevention 0
Total Referrals 91
Law Enforcement:
Legal notices served 1172
Legal notices served (Constable Service) 0
Legal notices served (Certified Mail Service) 158
Second letters sent 32
Third letters sent 0
Ownership (Title search) 10
Buildings placarded 0
DENTAL
CLINICS
-
1972
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SOMERVILLE SCHOOL NURSES 1972-1973
DESCRIPTIONS OF DUTIES
1.
Immunization Program:
Since 1971 the State Board of Public Health has required that each
child receive innoculations before he attends school. The school nurses
must ascertain which children have not received their complete innocu-
lations and then administer them.
Innoculations include Diphtheria, Tetanus, Polio, Measles, Mumps,
and Rubella.
Tine tests were given to Grade 1 and to new school personnel.
2. Health Cards:
The school nurses are responsible for the maintenance of health re-
cords. Information is received from parents and doctors and is then
recorded by the school nurses. The health card includes information
on physical examination results, innoculations, physical handicaps,
childhood diseases, and congenital defects.
3. Physical Examinations:
were given to Grades 1, 4, 7, and to Grade 10 at St. Joseph’s High
School. Parents were notified of any defects found in their children.
4. Clerical Duties:
School nurses are responsible for the following:
a. Lists of handicapped children in each school.
b. Reports to the State Department of Public Health on communi-
cable diseases and on programs inaugurated by the nurses.
c. Recording of health cards.
d. Special reports requested by the state or local departments of
public health.
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5. Other General Duties:
a. Hygiene and nutrition discussions.
b. Films and discussions about drugs.
c. Counselling with parent, teachers and children.
d. Medical referrals
e. Emergency medical care.
f. Home visits and phone calls.
g. First Aid.
6. Seminars:
The school nurses attended various educational seminars during the
school year. They included a drug seminar conducted by the staff of
the Sancutary in Cambridge; a “New Trends in School Nursing” sem-
inar, conducted by the State Department of Public Health at Tewks-
bury State Hospital; and a seminar on child abuse sponsored by the
Massachusetts Nurse’s Association and the Children’s Protective Services.
One nurse attended a graduate program at Yale University on “Pre-
sent Trends and Alternatives to Drug Use.” In addition, the nurses
participated in a PTA Council meeting on venereal diseases. The three
junior high school nurses attended a three day Adolescence and Mental
Health In-Service at the Cambridge Development Center.
7. Nursing Education:
The school nurses accepted several Northeastern University Public
Health Student Nurses for their field work in public health. Each nurse
was assigned one student for two days a week. In addition, a student
nurse from Boston University was accepted for a six-week work/study
program with the Somerville school nurses.
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SCHOOL NURSE REPORT
1972-1973
1. Tine Tests
Grade 1 Completed: 1,544
New School Personnel Completed: 42
2. Physical Examinations
Grades 1,4,. 7, 10:
Total by School M.D 4,077
Total by Family M.D 235
Referrals 678
Referrals Completed 361
3. Immunization Program
Diphtheria and Tetanus: 0
Polio: 193
Measles: 570
Mumps: 539
Rubella: 52
Measles and Rubella: 2,063
4. Hearing Program Follow-up
Hearings tests by technicians, notices to parents of failures and follow-
ups by school nurses.
Total 7,947
Failures 627
Referrals Completed 244
5. Vision Program Follow-up
Vision tests by technicians, notices to parents of failures and follow-ups
by school nurses.
Total 11,439
Failures 1,037
Referrals Completed 688
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VISION AND HEARING TECHNICIAN REPORT 1972 - 1973
1. Vision
Tested Final Failures
Kindergarten through Grade 9: 11,439 1,037
Somerville High School: 1,887 236
2. Hearing
Grades 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8
(Includes requests from all
Tested Final Failures
grades and previous failures): 7,974 652
Somerville High School: 937 72
Reports submitted by vision technicians Jean Collins, Alice McCarthy
and Theresa Monagle; hearing technicians Betty Letendre, Jeannette
Rizzo, and Jean Thompson.
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ANNUAL REPORT - 1972
CIVIL DEFENSE DEPARTMENT
The Civil Defense Department is proud of its Auxiliary Police De-
partment in the great accomplishment of logging over 10,000 hours of
service assisting police. Their breakdown of services include: church
traffic, school cruiser, Tech Tourney, Memorial Day, Halloween, Rent
Control Meetings, Police Science Instruction and the Davis Square Fire.
Members of the Auxiliary Fire Unit of Civil Defense have contri-
buted a like number of hours and the combined time volunteered for
duty by both units represents a salary saving for the city of over
$100,000.00.
An “Emergency Operations Simulation” involving all city officials
was held at the Somerville Armory. This simulation of a nuclear attack
posed conditions to which the administrators would respond in the
event of a disaster of this magnitude and was coordinated with ex-
perts in the field from the University of Massachusetts. This sim-
ulation, not only made preparations for the city in an emergency,
but also established better civil defense non-emergency procedures.
Over 40,000 dollars worth of surplus equipment has been pur-
chased and put to good use by the various departments of the city at
only a fraction of that cost. Some vehicles acquired include: Sur-
plus dump truck, 6-wheel drive Army Trucks, Station Wagons and
Carryalls and Walk-in-Van. These vehicles and the smaller surplus
items were acquired through diligent search procedures which ne-
cessitated over 5,000 miles of travel by the Director.
Civil Defense volunteers were most active in educational and in-
structional courses, having participated and received certificates
through the Massachusetts Civil Defense Training Academy in: Ra-
diological Monitoring, Light Duty Rescue and Auxiliary Fire Courses,
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along with a workshop on Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, spon-
sored by the Boston Heart Association and Somerville Civil Defense.
One of our surplus purchases has resulted in ambulance service
being made available to any Somerville resident free of charge and that
is the acquisition of an Ambulance from the Naval Hospital at New-
port, R.I. at an original cost of $15,000, but our cost amounted only
to $700.00. In its new life-saving capacity here in Somerville, the
Ambulance is staffed by volunteer members of the Auxiliary Fire
Department, all of whom are fully trained in advanced first aid and
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation.
The Civil Defense Department, in coordination with the Somer-
ville Hospital and Red Cross participated in their Disaster Drill which
involved the evacuation of students at the Conwell School. This drill
is a good test and provides ways and means for improvement for the
evacuation and transport of victims to the Somerville hospitals, should
a disaster occur at an unannounced time. Students were treated for
“would-be” injuries and then returned to their classes. This test also
provided creditation for the Somerville Hospital.
Somerville Civil Defense sponsored the Annual Auxiliary Police
meeting for the Masschusetts Auxiliary Police Association in Sep-
tember and 200 Auxiliary and Regular policemen from across the
State attended this event which was held at the Somerville Armory.
The Civil Defense Department has trained five nurses in Emergency
Operations and civil defense and two of these very capable nurses have
joined our unit as volunteers.
This year the volunteers of both services were covered by insurance
for the first time in the history of the city and this has given them a
new confidence in the city and its concern for their health and safety.
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In August, State Civil Defense held a hurrican disaster drill in which
we participated and we found our communications within the city were
excellent, but communications between the city and state were poor;
this was reported to the state and they took it under advisement.
Because of a successful Program Paper, our eligibility for Federal
Funding has been extended and we again received $10,000.00 in
Matching Funds from the Federal Government for Salaries.
The State Rescue Academy has named me Deputy to the Rescue
Officer for the Commonwealth [Volunteer] and I accepted this,
feeling that, as such, I will have access to equipment and information
which may be useful to Somerville in time of disaster. Also, this year
I was elected President of the Civil Defense Association of Massa-
chusetts.
Respectfully submitted,
John A. Mclnerny
Director of Civil Defense
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
To the Honorable Mayor
and the Board of Aldermen
of the City of Somerville
Dear Sirs:
The Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Somerville Pub-
lic Library is herewith respectfully submitted and appended Thereto,
and forming a part of it, the Annual Report of the Acting Librarian,
prepared by the Executive Assistant, which details the growth and oper-
ation of the library for the past year.
Very respectfully
William T. Howe
Chairman
Board of Trustees
ORGANIZATION OF LIBRARY STAFF PERSONNEL
December 31, 1972
Board of Trustees
Rev. William T. Howe, Chairman
Mrs. Agnes W. Benichasa
Dr. George K. Coyne
Mr. John Campana, Jr.
Mrs. Margaret H. Chisholm
Mrs. Annie L. Johnson
Mr. Kenneth W. Lonergan
Mr. Thomas F. O’Brien
Rabbi Leo Shubow
Term Expires
January 1, 1974
January 1, 1975
January 1, 1974
January 1, 1976
January 1, 1976
January 1, 1974
January 1, 1976
January 1, 1974
January 1, 1975
Committee on Building and Property
The Chairman and the Vice Chairman
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Secretary of the Board
Mr. John T. Mackey, Acting Librarian
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION FORM
FOR UNIFORM STATISTICS
City: Somerville County: Middlesex State: Massachusetts
Name of Library: The Public Library of the City of Somerville
Date of Founding: 1872
Name of Librarian: John T. Mackey, Acting Librarian
Report of the fiscal year ending: December 31, 1972
Governmental unit of support and service: City
Population served: 1970 census — 87,047
Terms of use: Free for lending — Free for reference
Agencies: Central Library 1
Branch in library building 2
Branch in rented room 2
Station in rented room 1
Others, in schools 223
in institutions 4
playgrounds, rest homes, etc 60
Total 293
Circulation and Use:
Number of volumes of adult non-fiction lent for home use 42,337
Number of volumes of adult fiction lent for home use 58,569
Number of volumes of juveniles lent for home use 209,317
Total number of volumes lent for home use 310,223
Period of loan for the majority of adult book stock 14 days
Number of inter-library loans: Volumes lent 40
Volumes borrowed 62
Number of reference questions answered 25,159
Total number of records lent for home use 6,426
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Registration Adult Juvenile Total
Total number of registered borrowers .... . 11,157 7,932 19,089
Borrowers registered during year
Registration Period: Three years
3,021 1,733 4,754
Bookstock Adult Juvenile Total
Number of volumes December 31, 1971 . . . . 100,345 76,185 176,530
Number of volumes added during year .... 6,314 3,829 10,143
Number of volumes withdrawn during year . 5,251 2,727 7,978
Number of volumes December 31, 1972 . . . . 101,408 77,287 178,695
Number of newspapers currently received excluding duplicates 17
Number of periodicals currently received excluding duplicates 86
Finance
Assessed valuation of the City (Real Estate) — $123,433,540.00
City tax rate for 1972 - $181.80 per $1,000.00
Receipts
Local taxation
Library Department:
Fines included in above ....
Dog Licenses included in above
Invested Funds:
Balance 1971
Income 1972
1971 Balances
Ordinary Maintenance
Personal Services
Expenditures
Library Department
Salaries
Books Appropriation
Funds
$393,459.87
$ 3,685.47
9,077.20
11,716.99
2,159.54 $ 13,876.53
$ 3,739.97
120.96 $ 3,860.93
Grand Total $411,197.33
$322,439.08
$28,217.38
32.00 28,249.38
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Music Appropriation 739.80
Funds 960.00 1,699.80
Periodicals
Binding
Other Operating Expenses:
Appropriation 7,895.52
Funds 45.75
3,273.23
1,150.77
7,941.27
Total
Transfer to Other Departments
From Library Ordinary Maintenance Account to the Building
Department Special Items Account $ 4,500.00
From Somerville Municipal Employees Association to
Library Ordinary Maintenance Account - 24.00
Balance — December, 1972
Library Department
Appropriations:
Personal Services $ 15,383.20
Ordinary Maintenance .... 5,211.57
Funds 12,838.78
Monies Encumbered
Ordinary Maintenance
$364,753.53
4,476.00
33,433.55
8,534.25
Grand Total $411,197.33
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REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT - 1972
January 8, 1973
To the Honorable, The Mayor, and
the Board of Aldermen, City of
Somerville, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
I respectfully submit the Annual Report of the Police Department,
for the year ending, December 31,1 972.
ARRESTS
Whole number of arrests 3354
On summonses 1136
On warrants 417
Without warrants 1801
3354
Held for trial 3135
Delivered to other departments 215
Released on waiver 4
3354
Males 2952
Females 402
3354
Foreigners 140
Non-residents 960
Minors 999
Juveniles 411
Drunkenness, released 588
POLICE DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL
The police department consists of one hundred and thirty-two (132)
permanent police officers. One senior account clerk and stenographer,
one senior clerk, four telephone operators and clerks, a permanent
matron, one temporary matron, and one radio technician.
During the year, Sergeant James J. Rayn, Jr., patrolman Albert E.
Dempsey, and retired patrolman William J. Quinlan, died. Patrolmen
Francis L. Rogers, John J. Tanner, Edward W. Kelley, John F. Donovan,
James F. Ryan, James P. Ryan and James C. Mearls, were retired.
Sargeants Samuel J. Boike and John P. Dwyer, resigned and were
appointed Fieutenant Detectives with the Massachusetts State Police,
patrolman John B. Duggan, resigned was appointed to the Stoneham
Police Department and Mrs. Barbara F. Martin, matron, resigned. One
patrolman was dropped from rolls, due to an illegal appointment.
RANKS IN THE DEPARTMENT
Chief of Police 1
Deputy Chiefs of Police 2
Captains of Police 4
Lieutenants of Police 8
Sergeants of Police 14
Patrolmen 102
Patrolmen Master Mechanic 1_
132
Sr. Acct. Clerk & Steno 1
Telephone Oper. Clerks 4
Senior Clerk 1
Matrons 2
Radio Technician 1
9
I wish to thank His Honor the Mayor, members of the Board of
Aldermen, heads of various departments, and all members of the
police department for their loyal support, cooperation and assistance
during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas J. O’Brien
Chief ofPolice
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SOMERVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT 1972
During the year 1972 the Somerville Fire Department responded
to the following alarms:
Bell Alarms 2460
Second Alarms 13
Third Alarms 0
Still Alarms 2563
Total Alarms 5036
The fire losses for the year were as follows:
Buildings $579,911.00
Contents 193,854.00
Motor Vehicles 40,892.00
Total Losses $814,657.00
Mutual Aid — Devised by the Fire Service to protect each community
from fire and disaster problems that may exceed the capability of the
local fire fighting forces.
The Somerville Fire Department responded to alarms in surround-
ing cities in the Mutual Aid Plan 352 times. Somerville received Mutual
Aid assistance a total of 593 times. These figures show the advantage
to Somerville of our Mututal Aid Plan.
Our department used over 77 miles of hose in fire fighting operations
during the year. The total hose used:
2,850
feet of 3” hose
64,400 feet of IVi' hose
67,750 feet of 1W' hose
272.850 feet of booster hose
407.850 total hose used.
All hose was subjected to a pressure test to detect any defects. Flose
found to be defective was replaced with new hose. All hose over ten
years old should be replaced with new hose.
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Ladders totaling 12,958 feet were used in fire fighting operations.
Fire Fighters were required to use masks at fires 168 times. An
inhalator was used on heart patients etc. 65 times.
Fire Department pumpers pumped water at fires for a total of 230
hours. All pumps were given their annual test in drafting operations to
insure peak performance.
Total miles traveled for all apparatus 20,679 miles.
Fire Prevention Bureau contacted a total of 1821 inspections of
dwellings, stores and business establishments. Quarterly inspections
were made of hospitals, nursing and rest homes, and schools. All com-
plaints pertaining to fire hazards and public safety in the city are investi-
gated and corrected.
Bids were advertised and contracts signed for the delivery of one
1250 GPM Pumping Engine, three Hose Wagons, two Sedans and one
Pickup Truck to replace obsolete vehicles.
Again it is recommended that consideration be given to a regular
replacement program of apparatus, so that it will be unnecessary to
appropriate large sums of money at one time to keep our fire fighting
apparatus in good working order, and thereby providing proper protect-
ion to the citizens of Somerville.
It is also recommended that vacancies in officers rank be filled in
order that proper supervision be provided.
Retirees 5
Appointed 3
One death as a result of fire occurred in 1972.
The Somerville Fire Department Auxiliary contributed a total of
6630 manhours during the year. Included in this total is time spent
at working and multiple alarm fires in Somerville, Cambridge, Chelsea,
Everett, Watertown, Medford, Wakefield and Boston. Also time spent
assisting the water department and the citizens of Somerville in pump-
ing out cellars during heavy rains and providing lights and sound for the
Somerfest Program.
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The Somerville Auxiliary Fire Department Ambulance Squad con-
tributed a total of 3150 man hours, including standby duty, emergency
calls, and response to working fires and multiple alarm.
Members of these auxiliary companies should be commended for the
time and effort they have contributed to the City of Somerville and
their dedication to duty in times of emergency.
Respectfully submitted,
Joseph M. Mack
ChiefEngineer
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LICENSING COMMISSION
To the Honorable, the Mayor
and the Board of Aldermen
of the City of Somerville
Gentlemen:
The following factual information is respectfully submitted as the
Annual Report of the Licensing Commission of the City of Somerville
for the year ending December 31,1 972.
Commissioner Samuel S. Perlman served as Chairman of the Licens-
ing Commission and John Cangiamila as Commissioner for the year of
1972.
Mrs. Emmy L. Thideman, 33 Sargeant Avenue, Somerville, was ap-
pointed by the Mayor and approved by the Board of Aldermen and
sworn in on June 9, 1972 for a term of three years replacing Commis-
sioner John R. Oxley whose term had expired.
Inspector Vincent McDonough was assigned to the Licensing Com-
mission for the year of 1972.
Anthony Palmer, Board of Health Inspector, was assigned to the Li-
censing Commission for the year of 1972.
The Licensing Commission received the following applications for
the year of 1972:
2 - Applications for a Malt Beverages and Wines 7-Day Restaurant License: -
They voted ‘GRANTED’ on both of these applications and the Alco-
holic Beverages Control Commission ‘APPROVED’ them. One appli-
cant did not pay the license fee, therefore, only one Malt Beverages and
Wines 7-Day Restaurant License was issued in 1972.
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1 - Application for a transfer of location and then for a transfer from one
corporation to another corporation: -They voted ‘GRANTED’ on this
application. The Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission voted ‘DIS-
APPROVED’ on the transfer of location part of the application and they
took no action on the transfer to another corporation.
3 - Applications for a transfer of location: -They voted ‘GRANTED’ on three
of these applications and the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission
‘APPROVED’ them. The other application was withdrawn by the ap-
plicant.
4 - Applications for additional premises:—They voted ‘GRANTED’ on three
of these applications and the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission
‘APPROVED’ them. The other application was withdrawn by the ap-
plicant.
4 - Applications for change in premises: -They voted ‘GRANTED’ on these
applications. An Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission approval not
required.
7 - Applications for a transfer from one corporation to another corporation:
-
They voted ‘GRANTED’ on these applications and the Alcoholic Bev-
erages Control Commission ‘APPROVED’ them.
1 - Application for a change of corporation name: -They voted ‘GRANTED’
on this application and the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission
‘APPROVED’ it.
4 - Applications for permission to use a doing business name: -They voted
‘GRANTED’ on these applications and the Alcoholic Beverages Control
Commission ‘APPROVED’ them.
2 - Applications for a change in doing business name: -They voted ‘GRANTED’
on these applications and the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission
‘APPROVED’ them.
10 - Applications for change of manager which were ‘APPROVED’ by them
and the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission.
7 - Applications for transfer of stock which were ‘APPROVED’ by them
and the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission.
4 - Applications for pledge of stock which were ‘APPROVED’ by them and
the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission.
9 - Applications for change of officers:—They voted ‘APPROVED’ on these
applications. An approval from the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commis-
sion not required.
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2 - Court notices filed that stock had been put into the estate of the de-
ceased stockholders and administratrices had been appointed. No ap-
proval on this required.
1 12 - Applications for renewal of Alcoholic Beverages License for 1973. No
hearings held on these applications as the applications were for the same
type of license and were filed prior to December 1, 1972 which entitled
the applicants to an automatic renewal under the provisions of the G. L.
Chapter 138, Sect 16a as amended by Chapter 352 of the acts of 1970.
58 - All Forms Alcoholic Beverages ‘Restaurant 7-Day License’.
1 - Malt Beverages and Wines ‘Restaurant 7-Day License’.
1 - All Forms Alcoholic Beverages ‘Innholder 7-Day License’.
15 - All Forms Alcoholic Beverages ‘Club 7-Day License’.
21 - All Forms Alcoholic Beverages ‘Package Goods’ Store License.
1 3 — Malt Beverages and Wines ‘Package Goods’ Store License.
3 - All Forms Alcoholic Beverages ‘Section 30-A License’ (Druggist).
They ‘GRANTED’ seven Full Entertainment and Dance Licenses for
the year of 1973.
Six violations of the Law were reported to the Licensing Commis-
sion and after holding hearings on these they took appropriate action.
The established policy of the Licensing Commission relative to rou-
tine matters of office procedure and the issuance of licenses has not
materially changed.
A general inspection tour of all licensed premises brought out the
fact all establishments are now equipped with up-to-date facilities.
We wish to acknowledge the splendid co-operation and wholehearted
support given our Commission by Police Inspector Vincent McDonough
and the Board of Health Inspector Anthony Palmer assigned to our
Board. We also wish to acknowledge the efficient and faithful service of
our clerk Mary 1. Kenney.
An itemized report of the fees received during the year ending De-
cember 31, 1972 is as follows:
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REPORT OF THE VETERANS' SERVICES
To the Honorable, the Mayor
and the Board of Alderman
of the City of Somerville.
Gentlemen:
During the year of 1972, the Veterans’ Services Department granted
Benefits and Services to Veterans’ and their dependents as follows:
To the needy Veteran and Dependent who was qualified under our
Veterans’ Benefits Program, we granted Cash, Medical and other types
of Benefits. To other Veterans and Dependents, we assisted them in
applying for Social Security, V.A. Benefits, G.I. Schooling, Employ-
ment and other programs for which they were entitled under our cate-
gory of Veterans’ Services.
By taking advantage of available Federal Monies, this Department
continues to effect a net savings of more than $50,000 per year. This
savings included reimbursements of money from Industrial Accident
cases as well as Federal Money in regard to Medical Care.
These savings were effected in spite of the growing case load due to
returning Vietnam Veterans and increasing unemployment as well as
increased medical and other costs.
To His Honor, the Mayor, the Board of Alderman, the Veterans’ Ad-
ministration, Social Security Officials, State Unemployment Compen-
sation Officials and the State Department of Veterans’ Services, we
express our deep appreciation for the cooperation and assistance pro-
vided this Department throughout the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert R. Bradley
Agent — Director
RECAPITULATION
OF
VETERANS'
BENEFITS
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TOTAL
$156,824.25
$157,174.29
$340.90
$314,339.44
$119,766.18
$23,481.51
$9,941.75
$3,634.81
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OFFICE OF THE SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
P.W.D. BUILDING
The Honorable, the Mayor and
the Board of Alderman
Somerville, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit the annual report of the Department of Weights
and Measures for the year 1972.
The following devices were tested and approved or condemned dur-
ing the year
Not Con-
Adjusted Sealed Sealed demned
SCALES
Over 10,000 lbs 1 3 2
5,000 to 10,000 lbs 5
100 to 5,000 lbs 6 40 1
Under 100 lbs. cap 61 497 29
WEIGHTS
Avoirdupois 106
Metric 138 12
Apothecary 106 8
OIL TRUCKS, GASOLINE STATIONS GASOLINE TRUCKS & WHOLESALE
BULK METERS
Gasoline Pumps ....
Fuel Oil Trucks ....
Wholesale Bulk Meters
TAXIMETERS
Meters on Taxicabs . .
31 278 14
16 63 16
1 3
18 69 18
TOTALS 133 1,308 2 98
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1972
SUMMARY OF INSPECTIONS MADE
Junk Scales 14
Marking of bread 385
Marking of Food Packages 7,690
Liquid Containers (tonic etc.) 84
Taximeters (inuse) 14
Fuel truck meters 28
Gasoline meters 46
SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL TESTS MADE
Gasoline 10
Scales in use 35
Taxi meters (Other than Sealing)
Fuel meters (Other than Sealing) 10
GASOLINE STATION TESTS
Number of call backs 18
Number of gallons drawn 3,140
Total meters at Stations 278
Total meters sealed 264
Complaints investigated 15
SPOT CHECKS OF COMMODITIES PUT UP FOR SALE
Incorrect
Commodity No. Tested Correct Under Over
Bread 385 299 37 49
Butter 280 219 34 27
Confectionary 375 302 25 48
Dry Commodities 450 369 37 44
Fruits and Vegetables 1,255 938 123 194
Cheese and Dairy 325 231 41 53
Meat 4,375 3,413 419 543
Potatoes 175 95 28 52
Totals 7,620 5,866 744 1,010
by Edwin L. Mallard
Sealer of Weights and Measures
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THE RECREATION COMMISSION
1972
ROBERT J. NUNZIATO, Chairman
KEVIN T. CROWLEY, Vice-Chairman
MRS. FRANCES A. CARUSO
MR. WILLIAM A. CURTIN, SR.
MRS. EVELYN E. GONSALVES
MR. NICHOLAS P. LA COLLA
MRS. LEE MADIGAN
MR. JOHN A. MILLIGAN
MRS. MARION P. JOYCE
MR. KENNETH R. VOLKMAN
Secretary To The Commission: JOHN A.F. PIERONI
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SOMERVILLE
RECREATION COMMISSION
FOR THE YEAR 1972
December 31
,
1972
To The Honorable, The Mayor
And The Board of Alderman:
As the year 1972 comes to a close and we look back upon the
events of the year, we are inclined to remember the good things rather
than the bad, the successes rather than the failures, and the accom-
plishments rather than the reverses of the past year. And it is in this
frame of mind that the Recreation Commission commences its Annual
Report for the year 1972.
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The Commission continued to provide a good variety of Programs
For Teen-Agers in 1972, as represented by the following:
5 Teen Centers For Boys, conducted two evenings each week at 5
gymnasiums, from October to March.
2 Teen Centers for Girls, at the Healey and Kennedy Gynmnasiums,
two nights each week, from October to March.
3 Teen Sports Programs For Boys, at the Healey, Kennedy, and West-
ern Gymnasiums, on Saturday afternoons.
A Co-Recreation Teen Program for boys and girls, consisting of both
soical and athletic activities twice weekly at the Recreation Build-
ing on Walnut St. and the Gymnasium at the Southern Jr. High
School.
A Junior Recreation Basketball League, conducted at the Western
Gymnasium for boys of High School age.
An Intermediate Basketball League, conducted at the High School
Gymnasium on Saturday afternoons for boys of Junior High School
age.
A Teen Ceramics Program for Girls, conducted on Saturday morn-
ings at the Recreation building.
A Boys’ Club Program, conducted at the Trade School Gymnasium
two evenings and all day Saturday each week.
A Boys’ Club Program at the Healey Gymnasium three afternoons
each week.
2 Girls’s Clubs, one in West Somerville and the other at the Trade
High, with meetings and activities conducted each week from Octo-
ber to May.
For the children of Somerville, the Commission provides a full
program of Summer Playground activities, during July and August,
at 32 playgrounds, under the capable supervision of a trained leader-
ship staff. Additionally, during July and August an Early Evening
Youth Program for boys and girls has been conducted under a Federal
Grant for a period of seven weeks, at ten playgrounds.
During the September-to-June period, the Commission conducts
16 Saturday Morning Playgrounds for elementary school children in
the Spring and Fall, and Saturday Indoor Centers during the Winter
months. Arts And Crafts, and Children’s Theatre Programs for boys
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and girls, and Model Building Programs for boys are conducted after
school hours, in public buildings at various locations throughout
the city, with 60 to 70 children attending each of these programs.
ACTIVITIES PROGRAM
Appended to this report is a list of the programs conducted by
the Recreation Commission during the past year. Some of the ac-
tivities are covered in detail in this report, while others are mentioned
only briefly. Some programs are featured because of the nature of the
activity; others because of their specialization, or because of the com-
munity interest in them. However, it does not follow that only the
most successful activities are featured.
Early Evening Youth Program
For the second consecutive year, an Early Evening Youth Program
for boys and girls 8 to 13 years of age was conducted by the Com-
mission under a Federal Grant, for a seven-weeks period beginning
Monday, July 10, from 6:00 to 8:00 o’clock. At each playground,
a well-balanced program of opportunities for self-expression, cre-
ativity, and social and cultural enrichment was offered the children,
and these playgrounds help to serve as an extension of the Commis-
sion’s daily playground programs at these units.
The same ten playgrounds were in operation this year as last year,
including Conway, Dilboy, Foss, Glen, Kelley, Lincoln, Mystic, Perry,
Prescott, and Trum. The season began with a series of “Christmas In
July” programs at each unit, and these were a great success in help-
ing the leaders to attract the children to the playgrounds, thus help-
ing to increase neighborhood awareness of the Commission’s Evening
Program.
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Highlighting the seven-weeks program were the following major
events and activities: --
1. RED SOX-OAKLAND BASEBALL GAME, attended by 600 boys
and girls, transported in ten buses.
2. COOK-OUT AND OUTING at Stage Fort Park in Gloucester,
with more than 200 boys and girls attending.
3. BEACH PARTY at Wingaersheek Beach, Gloucester, for over
175 youngsters.
4. EVENING BOAT CRUISE of Boston Harbor, courtesy of the Bos-
ton Gas Company; attended by nearly 200 boys and girls.
5. MORNING BOAT CRUISE of Boston Harbor by Boston Gas
for participants in both the Evening Program and the Summer
Playgrounds program.
6. THEATRE PARTY: - A special showing of the movie, “True
Grit”, and selected cartoons, for 300 youngsters at the Broad-
way Theatre.
7. AWARDS NIGHT -- combined with the Presentation of Awards
for Summer Playgrounds on August 21, when Trophy Awards
were presented to more than 100 boys and girls in the presence
of families and friends.
8. LINCOLN PARK OUTING: -- Participants of the Evening Pro-
gram joined the Summer Playgrounds boys and girls for a full
day of amusement rides and fun at Lincoln Park, North Dart-
mouth, on August 22.
9. PADDLE TENNIS, STREET HOCKEY, AND FRISBEE TOUR-
NAMENTS, conducted at all ten playgrounds in August.
Following the Commission’s decision early in May to conduct a
a Summer Program For Physically Handicapped Children jointly with
the Program For Mentally Retarded Children at the Conwell School,
the preliminary groundwork for the program was started immediately.
This is the first time that a Summer Recreation Program has been
conducted for physically handicapped children, and the Somerville
Recreation Commission was one of the first in New England, if not
the nation, to establish such a program. The first experimental pro-
gram ever to be sponsored by the Somerville Recreation Commission
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but conducted in another city, was inaugurated this year when the
Commission voted to sponsor a Summer Recreation Program For
Pre-School Retarded Children which was to be conducted by the
Cambridge Recreation Department and the Cambridge Mental Health
Association.
During the Spring of 1972, the regular Saturday Morning Program
For Retarded Children was conducted for eight Saturdays at the Con-
well School and play area, from April 1 to May 20.
Senior Citizens Program
The Commission’s Senior Citizens Program offered a large number
and variety of programs for the members of its two groups (the Tues-
day Group and the Thursday Group) during 1972. Most of the pro-
grams, although similar in nature, were held separately for the two
groups, but a few joint activities were conducted, thereby expanding
the opportunities for greater participation by the members.
Twilight Basketball
Although twenty-two years have passed, it seems like only yester-
day that the current Superintendent presented the germ of an idea
to Superintendent Charlie Kelley for an outdoor Basketball League,
with games to be played in the early evening hours during May and
June at the excellent Shaw Basketball Court. This was the beginning
of what has since become a very popular program with the young
men of the city -- the Twilight Basketball Leagues. In the twenty-
two years since the Twilight Basketball Program was inaugurated,
the Leagues have expanded considerably, and in 1972 they enjoyed
even more success.
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Men's Softball
Although more than forty teams applied for admission to the
Commission’s Slow Pitch Softball League, the League had to be re-
stricted to three Divisions of eight teams each because of the limited
number of fields available. Division I had eight veteran teams playing
at Glen and Trum on Monday and Wednesday evenings; Division II,
also with eight veteran teams, played their games on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings at Trum and Glen; and in Division III, eight new
teams played twilight games, Monday through Thursday, at Lincoln
Park, and on Friday evenings at Trum and Glen.
Centennial Celebration
This was the year of the Centennial in Somerville, and the Rec-
reation Commission and its staff took part in two of the many events
scheduled over the month-long period from September 28 through
October 22. The first of these events was the giant Centennial Field
Day at Trum Field on Saturday, September 30, and the second was
the grand finale of the Centennial Celebration on Sunday, October 22,
when the spectacular Centennial Parade took place.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
In closing, the Recreation Commission gratefully acknowledges
the co-operation during the year 1972 of the Mayor, the Board of
Aldermen, the Federal Funds Co-Ordinator and other City Officials,
and to the various Departments of the City Government, the Police
Department, the School Department, and the Metropolitan District
Commission.
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Appended to this Report is the Financial Summary of the Rec-
reation Commission for the year 1972 and a list of Activities Under
The Commission.
Respectfully submitted by
THE RECREATION COMMISSION, by
John A.F. Pieroni
Superintendent
FINANCIAL SUMMARY, 1972
ANNUAL APPROPRIATION (April 1)
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION (April 13)
TRANSFER FROM TREASURY DEPT.,
Ordinary Maintenance (May 17)
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION (May 31)
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
EXPENDITURES:
Salaries and Wages $176,909.94
Office Supplies 568.99
Printing & Stationery 166.10
Postage & Express 528.35
Dues & Memberships 10.00
Photography 570.16
Telephone Service 987.05
Professional Services 1,976.34
Refreshments, Etc 66.24
Books & Text Books 57.40
Automobile Allowance 1,525.00
Convention Expenses 0.00
Rentals (Buses, Etc.) 545.00
Gasoline, Oil, Etc 274.68
Athletic Supplies 4,419.58
Recreational Supplies & Services 3,284.28
Hardware & Paint 2,284.09
Lumber & Wood Products 1,077.42
Playground Supplies 1,609.30
Repairs & Maintenance (Automotive) 316.24
Repairs & Maintenance (Tools & Equipment) . . . 269.15
Repairs & Maintenance (Office Equipment) .... 116.04
Insurance 241.00
Programs for Retarded Children:
Salaries and Wages $5,167.30
Rentals (Buses) 438.00
Transportation 1,743.00
Groceries & Provisions 250.14
Recreational Supplies & Services . . 577.49
$8,175.93 $8,175.93
Equipment: 1973 Sportsman Van 4,003.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $209,981.28
$201,857.95
1,406.30
3,340.00
4,379.51
$210,983.76
209,981.28
UNEXPENDED BALANCE $ 1,002.48
ACTIVITIES
UNDER
THE
CITY
OF
SOMERVILLE
RECREATION
COMMISSION
-
1972
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
1972
BUILDING DIVISION
The total number of building permits issued January 1, 1972 through
December 31, 1972 was 683 with declared valuation of $4,844,650., in-
cluding ten units of new residential construction, valued at $1,547,000.
and eight pieces of new commercial construction valued at $1,159,500.
The remainder of the permits were for remodeling of residential and
commercial structures.
The following are a few tabulations for 1972:
Building Permits issued 683
Building Inspections 872
Gas Permits issued 292
Plumbing Permits issued 279
Gas & Plumbing Inspections 668
Elevators (Inst. Insp. Test & Repair) 704
Builders’ Licenses 441
Structures demolished 35
Dwlg. units lost by demolition 27
Dwelling units gained 167
Cash Receipts for 1972 $26,549.70
WORK COMPLETED IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS & MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS JANUARY 1, 1972 TO DECEMBER 31,1972
Gty Hall
Repaired Front Steps
Installed new offices for Board of Health, Rent Control & Federal
Funding Office
Repaired Tower Clock
Bingham School
Sanded all floors
Replaced all broken glass
Adjusted and repaired oil burners
Installed new screens
Repaired door locks
Replaced defective ballast where needed
Installed electric heat in voting room
Installed new front doors & repaired fire escapes
Replaced fixed furniture with portable
Brown School
Adjusted and repaired oil burners
Replaced all broken glass
Installed electric heat in kindergarten
Repaired bulk head roofs
Installed new screens
Installed new outside doors
Bums School
Repaired all broken glass
Installed new screens
Repaired oil burner
Installed new front doors
Conwell School
Replaced all broken glass
Repaired doors and locks
Replaced defective ballast where needed
Extensive boiler repairs
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Cummings School
Replaced all broken glass
Repairs to doors and locks
Cutler School
Replaced all broken glass
Repairs to doors and locks
Replaced defective ballast where needed
Remodeled teachers’ room and stock room
Durrell School
Repaired and adjusted oil burner
Replaced all broken glass and screens
Forster School
Repaired and adjusted oil burner
Repairs to doors and locks
Forster Annex
Replaced all broken glass and screens
Sanded and refinished classroom floors
High School
Unplugged two lavatories —1st floor, east wing
Cleared short circuit in stairwell (Central Bldg.)
Repaired urinals in gym
Replaced univents
Replaced all broken glass
Setting wire glass in fire doors
Unplugged drain shop sink
Repaired girls toilets — East Wing Basement
Repaired boys toilets — East Wing Basement
Repaired furniture desks, chairs, replaced broken furniture
Repaired bubbler in cafeteria
Locks repaired, keys made
Repaired sink Room 314
Repaired all hand rails in stair wells
Erected and dismantled stage and bleachers for graduation
Repaired sink in first floor hall
Installed ballast where needed
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Repaired urinals in boys’ basement
Cleaned out drain in sinks and replaced P.O. plugs and traps
Painted corridors, classrooms, stairwells and lavatories
Remodeled Auditorium stage, ceiling, floor seating, etc.
Installed new floor in Gym
Installed all new exterior doors
Remodeled two classrooms
Replaced new emergency lights and fire extinguishers where needed
Carr School
Replaced broken glass and screens
Repaired steam leak
Repaired urinals
Replaced defective ballast where needed
Repaired electrical switches
Repairs to boiler
Healey School
Repaired leaks and worked on pumps and condensation tank
Installed Lexan in broken windows
Oiled and repaired oil burner
Repaired return pumps and strainers
Repaired doors and locks
Repaired toilets and flushometers
Extensive boiler repairs
Kennedy School
Repaired motor and steam lines
Replaced air valves
Repaired main doors
Replaced broken windows
Adjusted oil burner
Relamped Auditorium
Replaced defective switches and ballast
Lowe School
Repaired and adjusted oil burner
Replaced broken glass
Unplugged roof drain
Extensive boiler repairs
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Northeastern Jr. High School
Replaced all broken glass
Repaired broken plaster
Repaired sashes and screens
Repaired outside doors
Extensive repairs to 2 boilers
Pope School
Repaired univents
Repaired and checked oil burner
Repaired doors
Added four new class rooms
Proctor School
Repaired and adjusted oil burner
Replaced broken glass
Replaced screens
Repaired 2 toilets in teachers room
Repaired urinals in boys gym
Repaired leak in ceiling
Police Station
Installed return tank in boiler room
Replaced elements in traps
Repaired locks in cell block
Repaired steam leaks
Installed new 4,000 gallon underground gasoline tank
Ten Hills Library
Custodial service
Southern Jr. High School
Installed new roof and painted exterior brick work
Replaced all broken glass
Repaired all outside screens
Repaired doors and locks
Repaired and adjusted oil burner
Repaired steam traps and main drain in boiler room
Repaired urinals in first floor lavatory
Repaired outside door checks
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Repaired inside doors and hardware
Repaired urinals in boys toilet
Repaired sinks and unplugged drains
Repaired bubbler in corridors
Repaired toilets girls room 2nd floor
Major boiler repairs (3)
New lockers in class rooms
Trade High School
Repaired univents
Repaired urinals in boys toilet
Repaired doors and locks
Repaired leak in boys toilet
Repaired oil burner
Boiler repairs
New lockers in class rooms
Western Jr. High School
Replaced new fire extinguishers throughout building
Repaired steam leak in basement corridor
Boiler repairs
Replaced all broken glass
Public Works Building
Moved furniture various buildings
Walnut St. Courthouse & Bow St. Police Station
Repaired and adjusted oil burner
Replaced all broken glass
Installed new electric service at Walnut St.
Installed showers & Toilets
Central Library
Painted Main Library
Repared broken windows
Replaced broken screens
Replaced ballast in main library
Repaired and adjusted oil burner
Installed new wall to wall carpeting
Shellac and varnish all bookcases
Boiler repairs
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West Branch Library
Replaced broken glass
Boiler repairs
East Branch Library
Repaired rear door
Repaired and adjusted oil boiler
Fire Department
Engine 2:
Repaired oil Burner Engine 2
Repairs to water heater
Repairs to overhead door Engine 5
Cleaned block drain & Engine 3
Repaired overhead doors
Repaired overhead doors Engine 6
Parks
Trum Field — Repairs to doors & locks
Building Division
Delivered custodial supplies to all schools and municipal buildings in use.
City Demolition
Perry School
Baxter School
G.A.R. Hall
Remodeled old hall into New Performing Arts Center
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ELECTRIC LINES AND LIGHTS DIVISION
February 8, 1973
Mr. Frank A. Sestito
Commissioner of Public Works
Franey Road
Somerville, Massachusetts
Dear Commissioner Sestito:
I wish to submit the following report of duties and accomplish-
ments of this Division for the year 1972:
The Wire Inspection section issued permits for electrical work
to be installed and follow up on same to see that the work was per-
formed to meet the requirements of the Massachusetts State Code.
They also take calls for water leaks or other complaints pertaining
to electricity. They inspect all Rest Homes yearly to make sure every-
thing is in order before the home may receive their license for the
year from the State.
The Fire Alarm operation is on a twenty four hour daily operation
where radio messages and alarms are transmitted. All signals are
tested every Friday and air horns are sounded daily at 12 noon. This
office answers trouble calls immediately.
A strict maintenance schedule is kept on all Fire Boxes, Fire Alarm
equipment, traffic lights, Parking Meters, Spotlights, Field Lighting
(Soft Ball & Basketball) generators. In co-operation with the Police
Department a record is kept of all street lamp outage which is im-
mediately reported to Boston Edison Company for replacement and
the City receives a monthly rebate for lights reported out. The City
received a rebate of 4,602 lamps out for this year.
This Division also receives summons relative to accidents at our
traffic intersections. All orders from the Board of Alderman and
complaints from citizens are taken care of promptly.
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The Fire Alarm Office issued permits for work and inspections
for the year and are as follows:
Permits issued (Electrical) 850
Re-Inspections 90
Permits issued to New England Tel. & Tel. Co. 47
Permits issued to Boston Edison Company 125
Alarms and calls received for the year at the Fire Alarm Office are
as follows.:
Box Alarms 2460
2nd Alarms 13
3rd Alarms 0
False Alarms 1403
Still Alarms 2106
A.D.T. Alarms 17
Call’s Alarms 10
Hyde Park Alarms 0
This Division pulled 23,900 feet of cable.
The State supplied and we installed 8,500 feet of Fire Alarm cable.
This was for 1-93.
This Division repaired and put back in service knockdowns as
follows:
Fire Boxes 13
Traffic Signals 18
Parking Meters 10
Meters straightened 30
Fire Alarm Division Relocated Fire Box #16 to Glen Street at
New Ward I School. New Fire Boxes were installed Box #742 at Ward
R School, Box #235 at Park Street at Ames Envelope Company and
Box #4225 at Warren Avenue Housing.
Two new intersections were installed at Summer and School Streets,
also at Cedar and Highland Avenue.
This Division did the Christmas lighting in the Squares and Streets
and Powder House Park was also trimmed and lighted.
Very truly yours,
John H. Legee, Superintendent
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HIGHWAY DIVISION
The following is an outline of the Activities of the Highway Department
for the year 1972:
1. SIDEWALKS
A. 28 Sidewalks repaired with Asphalt where stumps were removed.
B. 8 Sidewalk locations repaired with asphalt.
C. 151 Sidewalk locations repaired with concrete.
D. 29 Sidewalks repaired with concrete where stumps were re-
moved.
E. The following sidewalks were completely replaced or re-
paired:
(1) Sidewalks on Woods Ave. replaced by Contractor.
(2) Sidewalks on Laurel St. repaired by the Highway De-
partment.
(3) Sidewalks on Loring St. repaired by the Highway De-
partment.
(4) Sidewalks on Wigglesworth St. repaired by the High-
way Dept.
2. WATER SERVICE OPENINGS REPAIRED
A. 325 Water Service Openings on streets & sidewalks repaired
with Asphalt.
B. 222 Water Service Openings on sidewalks repaired with con-
crete.
3. DRIVEWAYS & DRIVEWAY EXTENSIONS
A. 25 Driveways constructed and repaired with asphalt.
B. 62 Driveways constructed with Cement.
C. 14 Driveway Extensions done with Cement.
4. STREETS REPAIRED AND RE-CONSTRUCTED
A. 823 Complaints on Pot Holes filled by Highway Department.
B. Dearborn Road repaired with 80 tons of Asphalt by Highway
Dept.
C. Summer St. partially repaired with about 60 tons of As-
phalt by Highway Department.
D. Medford St. and Medford St. at Highland Avenue partial re-
pairs by Highway Department. 60 Tons of Asphalt.
E. College Avenue reconstructed under Chapter 99.
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F. Bonair Street reconstructed under Chapter 90
G. Clarendon Avenue reconstructed under Chapter 90.
5. TREES
A. Highway Division
(i) 242 Trees Trimmed
(2) 59 Trees Removed
(3) 10 Stumps Removed
B. Contractors
(i) 317 Trees Trimmed
(2) 16 Trees Removed
(3) 47 Stumps Removed
(4) 133 Trees Planted
(5) All Oak Trees sprayed Spring and Fall.
6. SWEEPING
A. During Spring, Summer & Fall we sweep side Streets, one
side of each once a week and main streets and Squares once
a Day. During Winter we sweep streets when the weather
and breakdowns permit.
B. We hand swept all squares and tough areas at least three times
a week during Spring and Summer months.
7. GENERAL COMPLAINTS
A. 404 requests to remove dead animals taken care of.
B. 437 requests for service to pick up tree limbs and take care of
oil spills taken care of.
C. Numerous complaints to pick up debris throughout the City
taken care of.
8. REPAIR GARAGE
A. All vehicles Grease, Oil, Tune-ups at least twice a year.
Grease, Oil at least every other month.
B. Over 700 repairs made by the Repair Garage on City Ve-
hicles.
9. STREET SIGNS
A. 380 Street Signs out up - New and repaired
B. 401 Directional Signs - New and repaired.
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10. CROSS WALKS & CENTER LINES
A. All Crosswalks and Center Lines painted May 1972 by Con-
tractor.
Sincerely yours,
Kevin F. Oliver
Superintendent of Highways
ENGINEERING DIVISION
The Engineering Division Office is instrumental in developing and
perfecting plans, in preparing detailed drawings and specifications
for bids and construction projects including surveys, layouts, grades,
lines, inspection, drawings and plans for all types of City activities.
During the year 1972 the duties performed by the Engineering
Division included the following:
(1) General maintenance and repair of parks and playgrounds,
cemeteries and recreational facilities, including ice skating
areas and wading pools.
(2) Cleaning of catch basins and storm drains - emergency clear-
ing of blocked drains and sanitary sewers and repairing and re-
building of storm drains and sewer systems.
(3) Snow removal.
January 12, 1973
SANITARY DIVISION
The following is the Annual Report of the Sanitary Division, Depart-
ment of Public Works, for the year 1972.
Regular rubbish, such as paper, cartons, garbage, etc. is being hauled
to the Municipal Incinerator. Unusally large articles such as sofas, springs,
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mattresses, heavy furniture, etc. are collected by the Sanitary open trucks
and brought to the Incinerator grounds where the Contractor picks them
up and transports them to the dump. A notice was issued throughout the
city that effective December 18th, the garbage must be placed on the
sidewalks with the regular rubbish for collections. No more going into
yards for garbage containers.
During the Christmas Season, large articles are discontinued until after
the first of the year. The open trucks are used for Christmas cartons,
boxes, etc. Pick-ups on this type of items run extremely heavy.
Every year the city designates a week, usually in the Spring for “Clean
Up Week”. This year it was May 1 5th through the 19th. This enables the
people to clean their attics and cellars of all debris and rid themselves of
all articles that are ordinarilly not picked up on weekly pick-ups. This also
protects Somerville from any health hazards and insures safety hazards
as well.
During the year, for the Decal Fee System of Collections from Busi-
ness and Comercial Establishments, approximately $33,191.00 was
collected and 572 Decals issued. The fees vary according to barrels picked
up.
For the year 1972, the Sanitary trucks picked up an average of 150
tons per day, each truck averaging at least 39,000 tons and 9,500 loads.
Respectfully submitted:
Frank A. Sestito
Commissioner ofPublic Works
WATER DIVISION
The Water Department has had a very good year in 1972 especially
in the field of hydrant replacement, water meter installation and
work done and planned on the main distribution system. A total
of 461 major jobs were done by Water Department forces this past
year.
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Water Services
The Water Department’s two service crews repaired 370 water leaks,
41 poor pressures and 29 other major repair jobs in 1972. The total
number of jobs done by the two crews was 440 jobs on water ser-
vices in the City. This is a good achievement considering the poor
weather encountered all year.
Hydrants
Despite criticism of the condition of fire hydrants in the City, in
1972-69 new hydrants were installed to replace old or defective hy-
drants. This is the highest number of replacements in any fiscal year
period in the history of the City. This number of replacements with
new hydrants broke the previous record of 65 replacements which
was set in 1971. It brings the total of hydrant replacements for the
present administration to 145 new hydrants. The type of hydrant
we are now purchasing should last longer, is easier to repair and operate
and can be put back in service, if hit by a motor vehicle, by merely
putting the hydrant back on its standpipe and replacing a half dozen
breakable bolts and a breakable coupling.
The annual check of fire hydrants which began in the fall is now
continuing and should be completed by the end of February.
Water Mains
For the first time in the City’s history we have signed a contract and
have begun work on a complete engineering survey of our entire main
distribution system. The results of this survey will tell us what condi-
tion the system is in and what is the best way to repair or rehabil-
itate it in order to give the people of Somerville the clean and ade-
quate water supply which they expect. The program which will be set
forth in this survey will also provide for the demands of future devel-
opment in the City.
We experienced 12 main breaks in the distribution system in 1972.
They were all rapidly dealt with due to the fact that the stock room
system, which was developed in the last 3 years, keeps adequate sup-
plies and hardware on hand at all times. The equipment necessary to
do these and other jobs is also kept in good repair.
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Also approximately 300 main water gates were operated during the
past year.
Water Meters
The Water Department installed 640 water meters this year. This is
the second highest amount installed in the past 25 years. 900 more
meters were bought in the fall of 1972 which will be installed by sum-
mer of 1973.
Emergency Calls
The Water Department responded to 790 emergency night and week-
end calls. We also responded to hundreds of week day emergency calls
and all multiple alarm fires.
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